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Dr. Eric Minus Appointed as New Sherwood Principal
by Mallory Carlson ‘19

On May 21, the Board of
Education approved Eric Minus
to become the next Sherwood
principal. He will officially begin at Sherwood on July 1.
Minus grew up in Montgomery County and attended MCPS
schools, graduating from Blair,
and heard great things about the
Sherwood students, staff, and
community. “I look forward to
joining the Sherwood family and
leading the school community,”
he said.
Minus began his educational
career as a middle school science
teacher in Newport News, Virginia. He later left education for
three years to work in corporate
America as a licensed healthcare administrator. He returned
to education as a teacher and
eventually shifted into administrative positions. He has been

an assistant principal at White
Oak Middle School and principal
at both Francis Scott Key Middle School and John F. Kennedy
High School. Following these
positions, he was the Administrative Director for Howard County
middle schools, and most recently
a Director of School Support and
Improvement of MCPS middle
schools.
Many months of work and
discussion among various groups
went into selecting Minus as
principal. The Office of Human
Resources and Development is
responsible for carefully examining the application documents
to ensure that all candidates who
will be interviewed are eligible
for the position, based on the
requirements listed in the job
advertisement. The office then
checks the references given by
the applicants and a senior level
committee decides which appli-

cants will be given the chance to
be interviewed. As for the number of candidates that are interviewed, there is no fixed quota,
but generally it is between three
and six. This year for Sherwood,
six contenders were interviewed.
Kali Dang, the SGA President, was one of a few students
who observed the interviews.
“It was awesome to see all these
candidates that were so excited
to have even the chance to be our
next principal,” she said. “It was
inspiring to see how passionate so
many of them are about bettering
the schools and the students they
lead and how they want to do that
at Sherwood as well.”
MCPS released a survey
for the Sherwood community in
April that asked participants to
select four (out of 11) leadership
skills they want to see in the new
principal. The results showed
that the principal will, hopefully,

Teachers Walk a Fine Line in
Discussing Political Opinions
by Vendela Krenkel ‘20
A Florida middle school
teacher was caught secretly promoting white nationalist views on
her podcast under a pseudonym. A
history teacher in California was
recorded calling the U.S. army
“the lowest of the low” during
a discussion about the outcome
of the war in Afghanistan and a
California social studies teacher
compared Trump to Hitler. These
educators were removed from
their classrooms, but not before
preaching their views to impressionable students.
The controversy over whether teachers should express their
political views in the classroom
is one that is increasingly relevant at MCPS schools including
Sherwood. Sherwood’s teachers
tend to lean toward the left politically, which can lead to a feeling
of alienation among students that
disagree with whatever is being
suggested.
“It is the teacher’s role to
present a variety of perspectives,
but teachers have bias, so it is unfair for them to explicitly mention
their views,” said AP U.S. History teacher Beth Shevitz.
The Supreme Court in Pickering v. Board of Education
(1968) ruled that teachers are protected under freedom of speech to

speak about their views on public
controversies. It has been left up
to school districts to create their
rules for the extent to which educators are allowed to express their
views in school.
In an email to MCPS principals regarding protests for gun
control and safety, Deputy Superintendent Kimberly Statham
wrote, “It is not appropriate for
school staff to … use their professional contact with students to
further personal political aims.”
MCPS staff were prohibited from
participating in walkouts during
times when they have a class to
teach. “A teacher may express his
or her opinion ... provided that
the total presentation is essentially balanced and fair … MCPS
staff should strive to promote tolerance for the opinions of others
and respect for the right of all individuals to have differing opinions,” stated Statham.
The presentation of lessons
with bias potentially affects students’ learning experiences, and
whether it be consciously or subconsciously, high schoolers may
adopt these views because their
instructor has studied the subject
and has likely come to a learned
conclusion. This can be easy to
overlook if students agree with
their teachers’ viewpoints, but
it can be uncomfortable if they

don’t.
“As students, we should be
able to learn unbiased information and then make our opinions
based off of that,” said sophomore Lauren Loebach.
Most teachers can agree that
the best education is one in which
both sides of an argument are
equally presented so the student
can formulate their own opinion.
“We have to remain unbiased.
We can talk about hot topics, but
shouldn’t discourage any of the
[opposing viewpoints] involved,”
said social studies teacher Michael King.
If an issue applies directly to
the teacher, should they have the
right to be able to speak up for
themselves? Some have discussed
President Trump’s suggestion
to arm teachers in schools and
whether they find this outrageous
or sensible. The MCPS policies
suggest that teachers can express
their opinions as long as they create an environment in which students also can share their views
without fear of retribution. The
guidance found in the MCPS
Employee Code of Conduct is to
avoid preferential treatment and
discrimination of students, the
consequences of this including
verbal or written warning, written
reprimand, suspension and termination.

demonstrate an approachable personality, create a community-centered environment to maintain a
positive and safe school climate,
have high expectations for staff
and students and create rigorous
educational opportunities, and
have an extensive knowledge of
the curriculum and instruction.
“My vision is to ensure that
Sherwood High School is a place
where inclusivity is valued and
each and every student feels like

they belong and are successful,”
Minus explained. “In order for
all students to be successful, we
all need to come together as a
school community.”
Sherwood was not the only
school searching for a new head
of administration for the 20182019 school year. New principals have been named at Gaithersburg, Quince Orchard, Walt
Whitman, and Winston Churchill.

Grades Reveal That Half of
Students Rank Exceptional
by Anika Mittu ‘19
The grade of “A” in a given
class is supposed to reflect mastery of content and outstanding
work performed by a student. Yet,
with A’s comprising 54 percent
of the grades that are earned by
Sherwood students for first semester, the question that arises is
whether student performance or
inflation lies behind the number
of stellar grades.
In 2016, MCPS debuted a
controversial grading policy that
eliminated final exams. Instead,
the system has relied solely on
the two quarterly grades in order
to determine a student’s grade in
a given class. Based on a point
system that assigns 4 points to an
A, 3 points to a B, 2 points to a C,
1 point to a D, and no points to
an E, the system numerically averages the two quarterly grades.
The policy averages quarterly
grades of an A and a B into a 3.5,
which rounds to form a semester
grade of A.
At Sherwood, the new policy has impacted social studies
and English more than the other
core subjects.. In the social studies courses, roughly 42 percent of
the A’s received originated from
differing quarterly grades of either an A and a B or a B and an A,
while 50 percent of the A’s earned
in English courses occurred due

to the same reason.
In social studies, 41 percent
of A’s received in AP courses
originated from differing quarterly grades, and 42 percent in
honors courses became A’s due to
the same circumstance. Both percentages startle Michelle Games,
an AP social studies teacher who
argues that the 2016 grading policy contributes to poor learning
and studying habits. “[Teachers]
spend so much time creating assessments that for the grades to
not be reflective of student mastery is not a good system,” said
Games.
Meanwhile, English classes
revealed that about 14-percent
more of the A’s earned in AP
classes resulting from an A and B
as quarterly grades than in honors
classes. Beth Petralia, a teacher
of both Honors and AP English
classes during first semester, said
that in her experience with teaching AP Language, “second quarter is more difficult than first,”
said Petralia. This might explain
why 42 percent of A’s earned by
students in the class occurred due
to the student receiving an A for
first quarter and a B for second
quarter, while only eight percent
of the A’s earned occurred as a result of receiving a B for first quarter and an A for second quarter.

See GRADES, pg. 4
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Cell Phones May Carry
Health Risks
by Hena Hussain ‘20
Most students constantly use their cell phones for a variety of
tasks, from communication to school to social media. However,
questions have been raised about the health risks of cell phones.
According to reporting done by ABC News, using cell phones
frequently can lead to stress and anxiety, and “phone-induced
anxiety operates on a positive feedback loop,” in which people
are kept in a “persistent state of anxiety” that can only be relieved
by looking at one’s phone. This constant need to look at one’s
phone can result in addiction and further mental health issues.
Another potential health risk of cell phone use that has been
debated is cancer. According to the American Cancer Society,
“most studies of people published so far have not found a link
between cell phone use and the development of tumors,” even
though it is also stated that these studies have limitations that do
not make their results certain. The Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) has also reported similar results, stating
that “overall, no increase of [brain cancer] was observed with use
of mobile phones,” and that the “possible effects of long-term
heavy use of mobile phones require further investigation.”

Sherwood Looks Especially
Lacking in Diversity
by Danielle Katz ‘18

The Department of Education reported that the K-12
teaching workforce in the United States is has overwhelmingly
white teachers–82 percent to be exact. While widely common
on a national level, the MCPS “Schools at a Glance” report
(SAAG) proved Sherwood to be familiar with this phenomenon.
The SAAG from 2017 reported that 74.8 percent of Sherwood’s teachers are white compared to the 49.6 percent of
white students. The consequences of the disparity comes into
play in the long-term. A study from Northwestern University
revealed that minority students often perform better on standardized tests and are suspended less when they have at least
one same-race teacher. Research indicates that minority students do better in school and life when they are exposed to
teachers of their same race or ethnicity. Underrepresentation of
minority teachers relative to the proportion of minority schoolaged students could be having the effect of limiting minority
students’ educational success.
Senior Alex Nnabue, President of the Black Student Union,
recognizes the importance of having minority teachers from a
young age.
“As an African-American student, I have had very few minority teachers but they enable me to see myself in a leadership
position,” said Nnabue. “This would especially be important
for elementary-aged students because they can have someone
to look up to.”

Feds Cracking Down on
E-cigarettes
by Katherine Sperduto ‘19
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recently announced plans to take further actions to toughen up on companies that sell e-cigarettes/vape pens to adolescents. In July, the
FDA announced a comprehensive plan which aims to reduce the
amount of nicotine in cigarettes to non-addictive levels. Adding
on to this plan the past month, the FDA sent out roughly 40 warning letters about JUULS, e-cigarettes that resemble a “flash drive”
appearance, and the pods that go along with them. The pods are
e-liquid cartridges that come in a variety of flavors and contain as
much nicotine as one pack of cigarettes.
With its initial intention to help addicted adult smokers,
e-cigarettes are falling into the hands of minors more than they
are the hands of addicted smokers, raising the risk of new generation addicted to nicotine. The warning letters were issued after
undercover investigations found numerous violations of the illegal selling of e-cigarette products to minors. The FDA also states
that it required that eBay remove e-cigarettes and Juuls from their
market, and sent out a request for information directly to JUUL
Lab, which requires the company to review how it is marketing
products and attracting adolescents. The FDA will continue to examine the health policy trade-offs of a safer alternative to traditional cigarettes verses new products that seem uniquely appealing to teens.

Changes Lead to Cohort Classes
Located at Other Middle Schools
by Izzy Pilot ‘18
In an effort to provide greater access to curriculum and programs for highly able students
and ensure that there are opportunities for all students, regardless
of background, MCPS recently
unveiled a new “Field Test Selection Process” for the Eastern
and Takoma Park Middle School
magnet programs.
In previous years, students
and parents have “self-selected”
to take the test which determines
admission into these programs.
Under this process, only 700 to
800 applicants were considered
annually, with the vast majority of
them being of white or Asian heritage. Institutional barriers such
as language and socio-economic
status deterred African-American
and Hispanic students from applying.
Controversy has sparked
over the new admissions factor of
instructional need. Instructional
need is defined by the availability of an academic peer group
within a student’s local school. If
there is a cohort of at least 20 students in the same middle school
with a comparable academic
range, these students form a “peer
group.” If there is already a peer
group at a high performing stu-

dent’s home middle school, that
student may not be invited to the
magnet programs.
The Office of Curriculum and
Instructional Programs is developing accelerated and enriched
courses which will be field tested in select middle schools next
year. These are the courses which
the cohorts of highly able learners
will take rather than attending the
magnet programs.
In 2017, 206 white students
applied and were considered
for admission to the program at
Eastern while only 52 Hispanic
students were considered. This
would be somewhat reasonable
if there were significantly more
white students in the county than
Hispanic students, but the statistics actually show that about 28
percent of MCPS students are
white while approximately 33
percent are of Hispanic heritage.
The new field test selection
process will aim to minimize this
inequity by universally screening all fifth grade students in the
Eastern and Takoma Park cluster rather than only screening
those who self-select to take the
test. This allows the county to
consider over 8,000 students for
admission to Eastern or Takoma
rather than the usual 700-800
self-selected test-takers. After the

initial screening, which factors in
academic success/test scores as
well as a new variable of instructional need, parents are notified
as to whether or not the county
believes their child demonstrates
the ability to thrive in either or
both of the magnet programs.
As with any big change to
the school system, there are still
details and logistics to be worked
out along the way. Many parents
throughout the county are ridiculing these changes, saying that
highly gifted learners should not
be denied admission to magnet
schools. There are also concerns
of tracking, a system that MCPS
tried to steer away from with the
elimination of Gifted and Talented (GT) classes. The MCCPTA
Gifted Child Committee has encouraged parents to file appeals
to the decision and advocate for
their children by reaching out to
central office with questions and
concerns.
However, as stated at the
April 24 Board of Education
meeting, the goal of these changes is not to deny anyone from
opportunities, but to “increases
program accessibility by serving
as child advocates for enhanced
programming” and to “increase
the system’s programming options to serve its students.”

Science Curriculum Undergoes Changes
by Kimberly Greulich ‘18
The MCPS chemistry curriculum has been rewritten for
the 2017-2018 school year and
onward. The changes to the curriculum follow the removal of
the traditional Biology HSA for a
new test––the Maryland Integrated Science Assessment (MISA),
which tests students on biology,
chemistry, physics, and earth
science. Biology and physics already endured their restructures
to support the new test, and now
it’s chemistry’s time.
Teachers have many opinions
on the changes made. Chemistry teacher Mary Baker said she
does not feel the curriculum had
enough time to be written properly. “They piloted just one quarter
last year, and then they wrote all
the other three. And they were
writing them up to the last second, practically. So, we just got
the fourth quarter stuff a few
weeks [before the fourth quarter],” said Baker.
The timing issue bled into
the curriculum as a whole. Because the curriculum had to fit in
a new field of study, cuts had to
be made to the existing material.
“The new chemistry is a hybrid of
some chemistry––some very basic chemistry––and earth science
. . . The curriculum has been very
what we call ‘watered down.’ It’s
very, very basic,” said chemistry
teacher Britani Greco. “But the
pro is that everyone can now do
this chemistry; it’s very accessible to everyone. Con is, people
are going to take this chemistry

Kelly Seganish ‘19

Students settle down in their classroom in preparation for the MISA test.
and think they can do well in
college, and they’re not. They’re
very different.”
While some teachers have issues with the curriculum, it seems
they also have strong feelings toward the MISA. “From what I’ve
seen of the test, I don’t think it’s a
very fair test at all,” said Baker. “I
don’t think we’re really going to
be testing whether people learned
basics in any of the four fields.”
Biology and environmental
science teacher Laura Dinerman,
who was an active participant in
the rewrite of the chemistry curriculum, feels that it is not a lost
cause. “There’s always disruption
when there’s change. Ultimately,
can this be successful? Sure. It’s
going to take a lot of work,” said
Dinerman.
One of the changes to the
curriculum is the addition of climate science, and with the Trump
administration’s uncertain view

of whether global warming is
real, adding it to a mandatory
class could cause controversy
with parents or students. “We’re
not teaching anything beyond
going through the data, and it is
kind of hard to argue with data.
[Students] are encouraged to talk
about, ‘Could it mean something
else?’ or ‘Could it be something
else?’” said Baker.
The inclusion of topics such
as climate science raises the question of whether they belong in the
chemistry course. “It needs to be
someplace, for sure,” said Dinerman. “I think it can be a good fit,
but I think that it does take effort
to make sure that the components
of chemistry that have historically
been taught get incorporated into
the new topics––that they don’t
abandon basic chemistry as they
seek to improve student knowledge about changes happening in
the world of climate.”
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We Bid Farewell to.......
Principal Gregory
After 12 years of serving
the Sherwood community,
Principal Bill Gregory will
retire at the end of the 2018
school year. In a recent note to
the staff, Gregory announced
his bittersweet departure and
expressed hope for a smooth
transition into the next school
year.
The announcement has
been in the back of Gregory’s
mind for the past few years,
but this year he finally followed through with finishing
his career. The 2017-18 school
year is Gregory’s 41st year
working in education, and 18th
year serving as a school principal. Before coming to Sherwood, he previously worked
throughout the county having
jobs such as a math teacher at
Good Counsel, principal at Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Middle
School, and acting principal at
Seneca Valley High School.
He has dedicated his life to
helping students reach their
potential, and plans to continue
showing his love for education
by volunteering throughout
Montgomery County during
his retirement.
“It is so incredible to be
able to be part of making a difference in the lives of an adolescent … I do believe that one
person can make a difference
in the life of another person,”
said Gregory.
Gregory is eager to spend
time relaxing at his second

Mrs. Amato

Art teacher Jill Amato will be retiring after seven years at Sherwood and 15 years in Montgomery County. Prior to her time
at Sherwood, Amato taught at Montgomery Blair, Poolesville
and Watkins Mill. During her time at Sherwood, Amato taught
Drawing & Design, Studio Art, Digital Art, and Ceramics. She
was also a proud sponsor of the National Art Honor Society and
Anime Club. Although she is sad to leave Sherwood behind,
Amato has big plans. She and her husband bought a bed and
breakfast in Vermont, where the two will be innkeepers.

Mrs. Benson
Kelly Seganish ‘19

Principal Gregory soon will leave his office behind to enjoy retirement.

home in West Virginia, as
well as spending time with his
mom. He hasn’t yet decided
what else he will do, but for
now he is excited to not have
to deal with the stress and responsibilities that come alongside working in the school
system. “I want to spend more
time with people because that’s
why I became an educator,”
Gregory said regarding what
he plans to do with his free
time once retired. He is also
eager albeit unaccustomed to
planning vacations that aren’t
restricted by the school calendar.
“I can see myself as a
member of the graduating
class,” he said about next
week’s graduation. Both Gregory and the graduating seniors
are moving onto the next phase
of their lives, and this chapter
is coming to an end.
Gregory is enthusiastic to

bring the 2018 school year,
and his last year as a principal,
to a exciting and prosperous
close. As for how he’s treating this end of the school year
differently than in years past,
Gregory says in most aspects
he’s really not. There are still
many things he must do as
an administrator to ensure the
year finishes out strong. “It’s
slowly starting to hit me because I’m going through some
lasts,” he said.
Gregory admits that he’s
having a hard time with the
goodbye piece of his retirement. “It’s bittersweet, so
there is excitement, but the
bitter part is I love what I do. I
love being at Sherwood, I love
working with the students and
the staff and the community.”

by Katherine Mahoney ‘20
and Kara Thompson ‘20

Guidance counselor Nancy Benson will be retiring after 15 years
at Sherwood and 17 years total as a counselor. Aside from her
time as a guidance counselor, Benson was also the proud sponsor
of the National Honor Society for 13 years. For the first year of
her retirement, Benson will be watching her grandchildren and
then possibly working at Montgomery College. Benson views
Sherwood as a family and is sad to leave.

Mrs. Humphrey

Library Media Assistant Susan Humphrey will be retiring after 12 years at Sherwood and 20 years in Montgomery County.
Prior to her time at Sherwood, Humphrey spent time at Harmony Hills Elementary School as a Parent Partnership Assistant as
well as a Media Assistant at Strathmore Elementary School. She
plans to update her house, take day trips with her family, go on
long walks with her puppy, and study Digital Art at Montgomery
College, after retiring.

Mrs. Meushaw

English teacher Maureen Meushaw will be retiring after 11.5
years at Sherwood and in Montgomery County. Prior to her time
at Sherwood, she spent one semester at Gettysburg High School
in Pennsylvania. While at Sherwood, she taught Honors English
9, Honors English 10, Honors English 11, and AP English Literature. She was also a proud sponsor of the English Honor Society and Knitting for Humanity. After retiring, Meushaw plans
to garden, knit, and cook, among other pursuits. She is also currently an expectant grandmother and already has plans to pamper and spoil her grandchild.

by Emma Shuster ‘18
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Grades May Not Be Providing an Accurate Reflection
from GRADES, cover
While she did expect more
B’s for the second quarter, Petralia believes that students stayed
and remained motivated throughout the semester. “Not many students were overtly aiming for a B
after receiving an A for first quarter,” she said.
However, Petralia explained
that some of the members of the
English department did, in fact,

expect a lack of rigor as a result
of the elimination of semester exams.
The AP Lang team decided to
add a midterm to the course that
would serve as a large grade for
second quarter. Yet, in order for
a midterm to impact the number
of students earning an A in the
class after receiving an A for the
easier first quarter, the student
would have had to receive a C
for second quarter. Less than one

percent of AP Lang students went
from a grade of A to a grade of C
as quarterly grades. The vast majority of students who earned an
A for first quarter locked in their
semester grades before second
quarter even began.
Despite attempts to increase
course difficulty and combat a
lack of challenge anticipated with
the new grading system, Petralia
still believes that grade inflation
heavily contributed to the A’s re-

Grade Distributions in Honors and AP Courses
A’s: 54 percent
B’s: 30 percent
C’s: 11 percent
D’s: 3 percent
E’s: 2 percent
ceived in core subject areas without actually reflecting student
comprehension of content.
“The new grading system

dodges the problem [of students
lacking mastery of a course],”
said Petralia. “Instead, it should
be fixing it.”

Your Guide to the 2018 Elections
by Josh Averbach ‘18

Kelly Seganish ‘19

New security doors are installed in the hallways in the front of the building.

Sherwood Implements
New Security Measures
by Hena Hussain ‘20
Following the shootings at
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School in Florida and Great Mills
High School in St. Mary’s County, Maryland, school security has
been a topic of increased discussion.
According to messages sent
out by MCPS Superintendent Jack
Smith, certain steps are taken by
MCPS to keep students and staff
safe in case of an emergency. For
example, all schools are required
to have emergency preparedness
drills, which include lockdowns,
shelters in place, and evacuations.
Smith also wrote about MCPS’
previous and current cooperation
with law enforcement, mentioning the Schools Resource Officer
(SRO) program in which police
officers work with schools to improve safety. MCPS also takes
steps to secure school buildings,
including using visitor management systems and surveillance
cameras.
Increased security measures
have also been implemented at
Sherwood, such as the signs on
all doors warning students to not
prop them open or let people in
to prevent unauthorized visitors
from entering the school. However, Principal William Gregory
says that the signs are not related
to the recent school shootings.

“It was actually us that [put
the signs up] and not something
that came from MCPS,” said
Gregory. During meetings on security, the issue of people keeping doors open came up, and the
signs were a way to combat that
issue. Gregory pointed out the
need to keep students and staff
safe in emergency situations.
“We’ve always taken school
safety and security very seriously,” Gregory said. “We all have to
make sure we keep one another
safe.”
Another security measure
that can be seen at Sherwood is
the installation of new latch door
magnets on the door frames of
all the classrooms. This change
was implemented on April 24 by
MCPS in order to provide additional security to classrooms. The
devices allow doors to be secured
quickly in case of an emergency,
and are used in schools across the
country.
The new security door lock
magnets are part of a 45-Day Action Plan being enacted by MCPS,
which is in direct response to the
recent school shootings. The Plan
highlights other safety measures
as well, including a review of access control systems and current
emergency response protocols
and performance of additional
safety drills above the state minimum requirement.

2018 is an election year,
and most seniors will be eligible to vote. I know what you’re
thinking: “2018 is a midterm
year--who gives a crap?” Yes,
politics may be a bit boring
without pee tapes, FBI investigations, hand-size jokes, and
disheveled but loveable socialists. Still, these “off-year”
elections are really important.
Here’s what you should know.
Maryland’s primary elections are June 26, and the general election is November 6.
Maryland has closed primaries, which, as you know if you
payed attention in NSL, means
that one can only vote in the
primary of the party he or she
registered for. In virtually each
race I will discuss (except governor), the primary is the election; Montgomery County and
Maryland as a whole are so liberal that Republicans don’t really stand a chance of winning
these contests.
Governor
Governor Larry Hogan is
popular; he boasts an approval rating of about 70 percent,
quite an accomplishment given
that he is a Republican in one
of the nation’s most Democratic states. Still, especially given
the nation’s overall climate, he
may face a stiff general-election
challenge. But from whom?
There are seven candidates--the
field is wide open. Polls show
three contenders: PG County
Executive Rushern Baker, Baltimore County Executive Kevin
Kamenetz, and former NAACP
President Ben Jealous.
Senate
Senator Ben Cardin--pretty
much a standard Democrat--is
up for reelection this year.
While he is likely to cruise to
victory, there is one oddity in
this election: Chelsea Manning,
a transgender former military
prisoner convicted of leaking
sensitive information, is challenging Cardin from the left
in the Democratic Primary.
But she may not have a shot; a
late-February poll from Goucher College found her trailing
Cardin 61-17.
House of Representatives
This one requires some explaining. One would think that

a town as small as Olney would
be entirely in one congressional
district. But, because Maryland
has been completely gerrymandered (shameless plug: I wrote an
article about this a couple issues
ago that you should totally check
out), us Olney residents are lucky
enough to be at the crossroads of
districts 3, 6, and 8. If you don’t
know, you’ll have to do some research to figure out which you’re
in. In districts 3 and 8, the incumbents, Democrats John Sarbanes
and Jamie Raskin, respectively,
are facing primary challenges but
are likely to win reelection (Still,
I’d encourage you to figure out
whether one of your representative’s opponents more accurately
reflects your views). In district 6,
however, the incumbent, Democrat John Sarbanes, is running for
president in 2020 (he doesn’t appear to be contender) and will not
seek reelection. That race is wideopen. I’m not going to go into details about that race (I’d lose your
attention, in the off chance that I
still have it), but you should do
some digging if you live in that
district.
State Senate
Assuming you live in the
Olney area, you are very likely
in District 14 (state legislative
districts, of which there are 47,
each with one senator and three
delegates, are different than national House of Representatives
districts). There is only one primary candidate in both parties.
Democratic incumbent Craig
Zucker will face, and presumably
beat, Republican Robert Drozd in
November. If you live in the far
South or far West end of Olney, it
is possible you live in district 19.
There, Democrat Bill Kramer will
run unopposed in both the primary and general elections. Nothing
says “democracy in action” like
unopposed elections.
State House of Delegates
In the Maryland House of
Delegates’ nonsensical election
mechanism, each party’s primary
produces three winners, and the
three leading vote-getters among
those six candidates in the general election win. In District 14,
incumbents Anne Kaiser, Eric
Leudtke, and Pamela Queen are
all running for reelection against
one Democrat--Paul Ransom-and will face three Republicans
in the general election. In District

19, only two incumbents are
seeking reelection, and there
are eight democrats and three
Republicans running. This is
another election that I will not
expound on here, and I would
encourage anyone in that district to try and learn a bit more.
Montgomery County
Executive
Current county Exec Isiah
“Ike” Leggett is leaving the office, and the race to replace him
includes six Democrats and one
Republican (it will almost certainly go to a Democrat). This
race is tough to predict, but
the frontrunner may be Marc
Elrich, who is currently on the
county council and is seen by
many as more of a bona fide
progressive than his opponents.
Other potential contenders include, but are not limited to,
former Rockville Mayor Rose
Krasnow and healthcare executive David Blair.
Montgomery County Council
District 4, Olney’s county-council district, has just
two candidates. One, Nancy
Navarro, is a decorated county-council veteran with strong
name-recognition and a decorated record of advocating for
progressive policies on issues
such as minimum-wage laws,
gun control, and marijuana decriminalization. The other candidate, Jay Graney, is a Marine
Corps veteran new to Montgomery County politics. The
council also has four at-large
seats chosen by the electorate
as a whole, irrespective of district. There are 38 (!) candidates
in that race, and, frankly, I’m
not even going to try to make
sense of it.
Choosing between these
candidates likely requires learning more about them in order
to make an informed decision.
Unfortunately, it’s not always
easy; turn on CNN, and you’re
unlikely to find Wolf Blitzer
and his panel debating whether
Montgomery County should allow a development to be built
in Olney. Still, there are places
to go. A few sources I’d recommend are The Seventh State,
Ballotpedia, Bethesda Magazine, and the metro section of
The Washington Post. Once
you’re sufficiently well-informed, go out and vote.
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Rose Returns as Guest Speaker
by Danielle Katz ‘18
At the end of last school year,
Sherwood bid farewell to Assistant Principal Karen Rose, the
grade level administrator for the
Class of 2018. To congratulate
her students, Rose will be speaking as a guest speaker at graduation.
Rose has missed the Sherwood community greatly in her
retirement, and she is excited to
visit students and staff next week.
She sees Sherwood seniors as a
group of talented and diverse individuals with bright futures.
“What I miss the most about
Sherwood is the relationships
with all of my students,” reminisced Rose. “I loved talking
with them and discussing their
goals and future plans; attending
their activities like Rock n’ Roll,

sporting contests, art shows, chorus and band concerts, the plays,
ROTC awards, just to mention
a few. I always look forward to
hearing from them when they
graduate. In addition, I miss the
camaraderie of the staff and the
activities we did together.”
Coming back for graduation
excites Rose because she can see
all her students’ hard work put
into action. Looking forward,
Rose senses great promise for
what the future brings for her students and what her students bring
for the future.
“I have high hopes for the
graduating class,” said Rose. “My
hopes for the graduating class is
for each student to find his/her
passion and to follow their dreams
and to believe in themselves and
have the courage to go out and
help make our world a safer place

filled with peace and hope.”
While Sherwood’s newest
graduates pursue their goals in
the world, Rose will continue her
hobbies, taking care of her family, and accomplishing personal
goals.
“Since I have retired I have
spent my time in San Diego helping my daughter with her Juice
Wave company, traveling to New
York to help my aging aunt and
uncle, helping out with my four
grandchildren, and visiting Myrtle Beach for some relaxation,”
said Rose. “In addition, my other passions include scrapbooking
and publishing my two novels.”
Though Rose has valued her
first year of retirement, she is
excited to return to a warm community and wish her students the
best one last time as they receive
their diplomas.

Amazon

The map above indicates all the possible locations for Amazon’s HQ2, with many options across the country.

Amazon Considers MoCo for
Their Second Headquarters
by Katherine Sperduto ‘19 now claiming that this package ary if Amazon agrees to provide
The popular company, Amazon, is on the hunt for a place
to locate its second headquarters and Montgomery County
is among the 20 city finalists
determined this past January.
With its main headquarters currently located in Seattle, Washington, the company recently
announced in September that it
wants to build what it is calling
“HQ2,” a project that will create 50,000 jobs from a $5 billion investment.
As the competition among
other places toughens, Montgomery County is amping up
their game with a $8.5 billion
tax incentive and infrastructure
package that was passed by a
bipartisan group of lawmakers
in the Maryland General Assembly. Legislative analysts are

would cost state and local governments about $6.5 billion over
the next 35 years in lost tax revenue and increased costs. Hence,
many lawmakers are labeling this
package as “unnecessary corporate welfare.”
Governor Larry Hogan introduced the Promoting ext-Raordinary Innovation in Maryland’s
Economy (PRIME) Act in January of this year, which provides a
package of state income, property,
and sales tax credits and exemptions in order to enable Maryland
to put forward the most competitive bid possible for Amazon’s
second headquarters. Accompanied with this, a budget allocation of a $10 million-a-year grant
from Maryland’s Sunny Day
Fund was implemented along
with a tax credit that amounts to
about 6 percent of each job’s sal-

at least 40,000 jobs and pay an
average of $100,000 per year to
its employees.
Some people are concerned
that this new budget will lead
to more people, more traffic
and, most of all, higher rents
and mortgages. An economic
impact study done by the Maryland Department of Commerce
confirms that Amazon’s second
headquarters would possibly
bring $17 billion in economic activity to Maryland, create
more than 50,000 high-paying
jobs, and add $7.7 billion in annual wages.
Some factors that could
lead Amazon to choose Montgomery County are access to the
area’s Metro subway line, proximity to great universities and
some of the most highly educated homeowners in the nation.

Sydney Henry ‘20

Ortuño spent the last year living with a host family and attending Sherwood.

Exchange Student Spends
His Junior Year at Sherwood
by Adam Levine ‘20
Starting at a new school
can be difficult, especially if the
school is in a different country.
Junior Pablo Ortuño, an exchange
student from Chile, is spending
his junior year here in the United
States. Though he was born in Toledo, Spain, and raised in Barcelona, Ortuño comes to Sherwood
from Chile, where his family
moved to five years ago.
Through the American Field
Service (AFS), a non-profit organization that believes international education and exchange can
lead to a more peaceful world,
Ortuño is here on a one-year cultural immersion.
Ortuño learned about this
program from his father’s boss,
whose daughters both took part
on AFS exchanges. Ortuño’s
parents encouraged him to give
it a try, and as the exchange got
closer, Ortuño’s excitement grew.
These feelings of excitement,
however, were not met without
nerves, which Ortuño tried to
conceal in order to keep the other
students calm as well.
“My parents really pushed
me forward and gave me a lot
of support to go abroad,” said
Ortuño. “As the exchange was
coming I felt more and more motivated about going and have an
amazing cultural-sharing experience.”
Along with 40 other Chilean
students, Ortuño came to America
on the exchange, and the students
were dispersed across the country. While Ortuño ended up here
in Olney, other students are staying in cities and states like Annapolis, Chicago, Kansas, Rhode
Island, and Alaska. Although they
became separated, the AFS still
organized many events that allowed the students to meet up and
experience America together. For
example, the group has toured
D.C., gone skiing, and even got
invitations to attend the annual
UNICEF summit.

One of the biggest differences Ortuño noticed between
Chilean and American culture
when he arrived was that everything was larger here, from meal
portions to highways, cars, and
houses, but the cultural differences didn’t stop at just the physical
things. Ortuño pointed out that
our government gives us a lot of
opportunities, like an education.
“My school back home has
way fewer resources than Sherwood and I think there are people
that don’t really appreciate that,”
explained Ortuño. “When someone complains about how bad
are the bathrooms, how they hate
their piano class, etc., I feel like
they need some perspective.”
At Sherwood, Ortuño has
been able to pursue his love of
music through joining the Chambers Singers and performing in
Rock ‘n’ Roll Revival. How Ortuño ended up at a school that fit
his interests so well was completely up to luck. The application
process involves the applicant
selecting three countries in order
of preference, but the rest is completely random. After a selection
process, the AFS chooses where
in the country the applicant will
go, based on what it thinks will be
best for the applicant and where
there are families willing to host.
Ortuño is staying with junior
Lauren Twombly, whose family
found out about the AFS program
from a friend’s recommendation.
“Pablo is our second foreign exchange student,” Twombly said.
“We hosted a second time because
we had such a great experience
the first time around.” Although
Ortuño is from Chile, he still values Spanish traditions, and even
brought a few to his host family’s
house, including the tradition of
eating grapes on New Year’s Eve.
“I’m ... so thankful and so happy
to have done this exchange because it’s such a great, enriching
experience,” said Ortuño. “I think
everyone should, at some point,
go study abroad.”
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11 Days in France: The Journal of a French Exchange Experience
by Katherine Mahoney ‘20
Airport
On April 13, I drove to Dulles
airport to meet 16 Sherwood students, Mr. Falls, and Ms. Coogan.
In delirious moods, we flew from
Virginia to Amsterdam and finally, Marseille.
Day 1
Once in Marseille, after many
excruciating months of waiting, I
met my exchange correspondent
Emma Campigli and her mom.
We then drove about forty minutes to their home in Saint-Cyrsur-Mer. A few hours later we had
a picnic on the beach, where we
ate popular French snacks and
discussed basic get-to-know-you
facts with Emma’s two friends
and their two Sherwood students,
junior Grace Castle and senior
Danielle Katz.
Day 2
The first full day in Marseille, my new American friends
and their correspondents joined
Emma and me on a trip to Vieux
Port. We then visited the Le Notre Dame de la Garde, a stunning
castle-like church with a dramatic view. The rest of the day was
taken up by trying more French
treats and spending time with my
family.
Day 3
Our first weekday was spent
venturing throughout the halls
of their private school and the
town surrounding it. After school
finished, we visited Terasses du
Port, a mall in downtown Marseille and a beautiful church on
the ocean edge. That day, I tasted
my first real French baguette and
my first authentic French crepe;
they are both a million times better in France.

Day 4
Our first day trip, we visited
Baux de Provence. A group of
Americans and I ate our homemade French lunch on the top
of the barrier walls. In Baux de
Provence we also visited a moving art show projected onto the
rock walls of a castle put to music. There were tons of different
paintings and songs. My favorite was floating flowers dancing
to “Here Comes the Sun” by the
Beatles; it was completely surreal
and one of my favorite memories.
Day 5
Like every Wednesday in
France, school was a half-day. I
went to philosophy, history, and
English classes where I learned
that the subjects in another country are almost identical to in the
United States. After school, we
went to Aix en Provence, a little
town that I could only compare to
Bethesda Row. We rushed home,
changed into workout clothes,
and then went to a krav maga
lesson. After the lesson we ate
takeout pizza, which was a completely different style from what
we eat here.
Day 6
We took a day trip to Nimes,
a historic but also shopping town
in southern France. We visited an
incredible ancient Roman amphitheater, ate lunch, and then
shopped. Emma and I then went
to the beautiful picturesque town
of Cassis. We sat by a lighthouse
and watched the sun disappear
behind the Mediterranean Sea.
Day 7
We travelled to Avignon
and visited the Palais des Popes,
probably the most historically
surreal destination on the whole
trip. We learned all of the history

of the castle and travelled to the
top where we could see all of Avignon. After we returned home to
Marseille, we went to Grace Castle’s correspondent’s house and
got ready for Carnaval, a worldwide festival where people dress
up in costumes and throw parties.
We walked to school and spent
the rest of our night eating, dancing, and mingling with our amazing new French friends.
Day 8
For our final day with the host
families, Danielle Katz, Grace
Castle, our correspondents, and
I went for a day on the Mediterranean. We spent the whole day
swimming and boating around
the water. It was like a dream.
The deep blue sky blended into
the clear blue sea. The air was
cool and the sun was shining. Our
voices echoed through the air as
we sang along to both French and
American music. After the boating trip we went to a cookout at
junior Justin Mancini correspondent’s house and enjoyed our last
night.
Day 9
I woke up the next morning
overcome with sadness. I gathered my things and headed to
the school to meet the bus that
would take us to Nice another
part of France. We met with the
other Americans, said one final
goodbyes, and left. After a long
bus ride we arrived at our hotel,
dropped off our stuff, and walked
around the shoreline of Nice. We
ate our first meal by ourselves
and followed it up with a dip in
the Mediterranean. Then we spent
the rest of the night in the hotel
recalling everlasting memories.
Day 10 and 11
On day ten we visited Mo-

Can you read this?
Now try speaking it out loud.

Join the

Sherwood
Forensics
Team
Tell your story.
See Mr. Goodrich for more details

Katherine Mahoney ‘20

Day 2 included visiting Notre Dame de la Garde, a church in Marseille.
naco, the second smallest country in the world. We watched the
changing of the guard, which I
found out was not just someone
walking up and switching places.
Our tour guide then took us to see
Princess Grace’s grave. The next
stop was Eze, a beautiful town
with stone buildings. We shopped
and ate crepes and then returned
to Nice for dinner. The last night
was spent getting close with
some of the best people I now

know, whom I would’ve never
met if I didn’t push myself out of
my comfort zone and go on this
life-changing trip. The next day
we woke up and spent the full
day travelling back to our home.
Every school trip begins with
awkward introductions and a little anxiety, but as I experienced in
France, everything is worth those
scary moments because in the
end, we all—French and American—became family.

Maryland Legislators Fail To
Pass Child Sexual Abuse Bill
by Sydney Henry ‘20
Maryland’s 2018 legislative session ended with multiple
bills suspended in the House and
Senate. One of these bills in particular might have made a major
change in legality surrounding
sex crimes in Maryland.
Known as House Bill 500,
“this bill makes it a misdemeanor
for a worker to knowingly fail to
provide a required notice or make
a required report of suspected
child abuse or neglect if the worker (1) has actual knowledge of the
abuse or neglect or (2) witnesses
the act of the abuse or neglect,”
as quoted from the Department of
Legislative Services. Violation of
the proposed bill would result in
a fine of $1,000, or a maximum
penalty of six months imprisonment.
After the bill successfully
made its way through the Senate,
it was stuck in the House of Representatives up until April 9 when
the session ended. The failure of
this bill leaves Maryland as only
one of two states in the country,
along with North Carolina, that
does not criminalize those who
fail to report child sexual abuse.

Over the past two years there
have been multiple incidents
of child sexual abuse occurring
in Montgomery County Public
Schools. One instance which occurred at Cloverly Elementary
ended with John Vigna, a teacher who taught three grades at the
school, being charged with 48
years in prison for four counts
of sex abuse of a minor and five
counts of third-degree sex offense.
But records show that Vigna was
committing sexual acts with minors long before he was arrested.
Three different students reported
throughout Vigna’s career, inappropriate physical interactions
between Vigna and the children.
These interactions spanned from
making the children sit on his lap
to groping them during the classes. Vigna was reprimanded for his
actions in 2013, and district officials warned the school district to
remove him from the classroom
for his inappropriate behavior.
But the district allowed him to
continue teaching. And according to Vigna’s testimony, some
of the students that had reported
incidents that led to his first reprimand, continued to be abused
after he was dismissed.
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MCPS U.S. History Classes Do Not
Shy Away from the Topic of Slavery
by Dinah Aguilar ‘19

What’s Inside Your DNA?
By Russell Irons ‘19
23andMe is a service that allows you to discover more about
yourself through your DNA. For
$99, you can get detailed breakdowns of your DNA composition.
I opted for the genealogy only kit,
but for $40 more you can get a
health report that uses your DNA
to determine if you are more
prone to certain ailments, as well
as any recessive genes or traits
you carry. It should be noted that
the health reports are not always
accurate.
The process of obtaining and
doing the kit is simple. Order one
online, and it ships to your house.
You spit into a plastic tube, close
it, and secure it back in the box
that already has the return information on it. Once the kit arrives
at 23andMe, it takes six to eight
weeks to process and interpret
your sample. Waiting about two
months can be a hassle, but it is
well worth the wait. The results
appear online and you receive an
email notification as soon as they
are ready.
The results appear as a chart
next to a world map, and the different regions are color-coded so
you can easily tell what region is
where. The test offers a percentile
breakdown with corresponding
colored regions. The results can
also specify whether or not you
had an ancestor living in another
country in the past few centuries.
For instance, I am 7.2 percent
French and German, and the test
specifies that I had an ancestor
living in Switzerland within the
last two-hundred years. There is
a chance some of your DNA will
show up as ‘unassigned,’ but that
is simply due to the vast diversity

of the human genome.
The fun does not stop there.
The test tells you the haplogroups
of your parents, and gives background on where the group originated. A haplogroup is a genetic
population that shares a common
ancestor through their mother or
father, an example being someone with the haplogroup H shares
a common ancestor with European royalty like Marie Antoinette,
or Queen Victoria. Women only
see their maternal haplogroup
because they carry two X chromosomes, whereas men see the
haplogroups of both parents from
having an X and Y chromosome.
This gives you an idea of where
your ancestors lived 40,000 years
ago and what their society was
like.
The test also shows how
many Neanderthal variants are in
your DNA, and which traits you
are likely to have inherited from
Neanderthal ancestors. Such features include height, straight hair,
and more. Lastly, upon receiving
your results, you can search the
23andMe database to find potential relatives among customers
who consented to sharing their
DNA composition. Most of the
people you find will be distant
relations like 3rd and 4th cousins. In my case, I found a second
cousin that no one in the family
was aware of. I also connected
with a 3rd cousin, who had family
tree going back to 1839.
The 23andMe DNA kit was
well worth the price. I found out
a lot about myself that I wouldn’t
have otherwise known. Based on
my results, my parents were able
to deduce rough estimates of their
genealogy, too. You might be surprised by what you find.

Around the country, stories
have surfaced describing the
different methods teachers have
used to teach the history of slavery in America that may be surprising. In California, a teacher
supposedly reenacted slave ships,
and in New Jersey a teacher created mock slave auctions.
A Teaching Tolerance report
done by the Southern Poverty
Law Center showed that high
school seniors could not identify core aspects of U.S. history
involving slavery. Out of a thousand students across 15 states,
only eight percent of the students
chose slavery as the reason the
South seceded, a third correctly
identified the 13th Amendment as
the one that officially ended slavery, and less than half knew of the
Middle Passage.
U.S. history in MCPS is first
taught in eighth grade and includes the study of the political,
social, and economic implications
that caused the Civil War. Students are shown multiple primary sources representing the perspectives of abolitionists, slaves,
women, southern slaveholders,
politicians, soldiers, and doctors
and nurses during the Civil War.
Teachers also show vignettes
from MCPS approved sites, like
‘PBS’ or ‘History Channel,’ and
instead of creating slave posters,
students analyze many authentic
posters from the mid-19th century to learn how slaves were used
in commercial exchanges. Bret
Caison, a history teacher at Silver Spring International Middle
School, acknowledges that the
topic is “sensitive and painful”
but also states why it is very “important to understand historically
how populations were not repre-

Answers: 1. A 2. A 3. A
sented in our American government.”
The MCPS curriculum is
continued in high school and begins in the 1880s, after slavery
has already ended. This class focuses on the long-term effects that
these policies created, the gains in
equality that have been achieved
since, and acknowledgment that
the United States is still grappling
with various areas of discrimination. Some key topics such as
sharecropping, Jim Crow laws,
and the Civil Rights Era are discussed. The goal in teaching these
topics are for students to understand the issues at hand and the
inherent discrimination in these
policies.
Many students choose to
take AP U.S. History, which has
the same curriculum nationwide.
In the AP class the causes and
effects of slavery in the U.S. are

taught with key concepts of economy, culture, and politics creating a complete understand of how
slavery is woven into the country’s history. In Beth Shevitz’s AP
class, parts of the movie “Roots”
is shown and provides students
with a visual representation of
how people were ripped from rich
lives and forced into labor. Some
years students are also taken on a
field trip to Monticello, the home
of Thomas Jefferson, and learn
that the country built of equality and freedom had leaders who
owned slaves.
With MCPS and AP classes,
teachers try not to sugarcoat any
subject though it may be uncomfortable. “It is our civic duty to
understand our past and actively
work to be sure students develop
the skills to be the representative
voice of a subpopulation that needs
advocacy today,” said Caison.

The Warrior Newspaper Thanks the
Elaine Shuster Foundation (Heart of
Gold) for its Significant Monetary Gift
To Help Offset Printing Costs
The Elaine Shuster Foundation was created in honor of Elaine Shuster,
grandmother of senior Emma Shuster and sophomore Benjamin Shuster. In order to commemorate Elaine, who passed away in December
2013, the Shuster family created a charity foundation in her honor. A
few events take place every year in order to raise money, the largest
and most popular being the happy hour in late December. All of the money raised is donated back to Montgomery County high schools. Elaine
began teaching in the early 1980s in Montgomery County as a special education teacher. Her career started at Sligo Middle School (her
childhood school) before finishing up her teaching at Brook Grove Elementary in Olney in 2010. Elaine will always be remembered for her
work with children and of her kindness in the community. Her work in
the community coupled with her passion for teaching showcased her
heart of gold in every aspect of her life. The purpose of the foundation is to help fund after-school activities for Montgomery County high
school students to keep them invested in both their school and community.
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A NOTE TO OUR READERS: It has come to our attention that some articles published in this section have caused confusion. We
would like to point out that this is the Humor section, as indicated by the bolded 32-point font at the top of this page, and contains “fake
news” intended to evoke laughter. We apologize if our articles have offended or concerned you; our intent is to amuse, not confuse.

Humor Section Becomes Senior Implements Spring Cleaning Routine
A Disaster after All of the by Natalie Murray ‘18
Funny People Graduate
by Jared Schwartz ‘18
The Warrior is in a dire situation with the imminent graduation of the Class of 2018, as all
of the funny people will soon be
gone. It is unclear how the Humor
section will survive once anyone
with any sense of humor whatsoever has left. The bleak future
for the Humor section is not good
for The Warrior as a whole, as the
Humor section is the only section worth reading. After all, only
nerds actually read the news.
Most of all, the Humor section will most miss its former editor, Jared Schwartz. In addition
to making amazing professional-grade photoshops for the Humor section, Schwartz frequently
contributed articles to the humor
section because he was too lazy to
actually do research to write a real
news article. Josh Averbach also
regularly contributed to the humor section, but his articles were
not nearly as funny as Schwartz’s.
The demise of the Humor
section is also the primary reason
Principal Bill Gregory decided
to retire at the end of this school

year. “If the Humor section isn’t
funny anymore, then there literally isn’t any point in trying to
save this school,” said Gregory.
“I have failed as a principal and I
cannot continue to be reminded of
my shame.”
As his final act as principal,
Gregory plans to cut all funding
to The Warrior. Newspaper teacher Peter Huck was heard angrily
grumbling about how The Warrior barely received any school
funding anyways while taking a
walk in the hallway.
From now on, The Warrior
will primarily be funded by selling the personal data collected
from all 17 students who visit
thewarrioronline.com (did you
know we have a website? You
should really check it out at www.
thewarrioronline.com).
In the end, the Humor section
will live (probably). If you are a
non-senior and you think you’re
funny, try checking out newspaper. You are the future of Sherwood High School, and together
you can make the Humor section
great again (just not as great as it
once was).

Over spring break, Sherwood
students had a variety of plans:
some went on vacation, some did
college tours, some stayed home
and studied, and some - namely, senior Makayla Smithe - did
some spring cleaning.
Unlike traditional spring
cleaning, in which a person sorts
through clothes, shoes, knickknacks, and other possessions,
throwing away or donating anything they no longer want or need,
Smithe underwent a more metaphorical spring cleaning. Rather
than clear out her possessions,
she decided to clear out the contacts on her phone, implementing
a series of strict guidelines and
tests to determine which people
she would stay in contact with
and which she would never speak
to again after graduation.
“I figured that, since I’m
going away to college in a few
months, I only want to keep in
contact with people that deserve
my friendship,” commented
Smithe.
To determine who was deserving of her presence, Smithe
set up a multiple-step testing
regimen involving texts, social
media, and personal quizzes.
She first texted every one of her
contacts a link to a personal quiz
about her, with questions ranging in difficulty from “what’s my
favorite color?” to “what’s my
favorite quote from a Nicholas
Sparks movie?” She decided that
anyone who received less than a
50 percent on the quiz would be
automatically eliminated from
her contacts. There were no exceptions to her rule; she even

sent this text to her 98-year-old
great-grandmother, who suffers
from Alzheimer’s and got a 33%
on the quiz: “sorry, great-grandma, but if your love for me isn’t
strong enough to out-compete
memory loss, then you must not
really love me.”
Her next step was to go
through all of her social media,
unfriending anyone who lost a
Snapchat streak with her and unfollowing people who didn’t follow her back on Instagram. She
also kept a log of everyone who
saw her finsta stories but did not
vote on her polls more than three
times, immediately removing
them from her followers, but not
her contacts.
“If they text me within three
days after me blocking them and
ask me why I did it, then I give
them a second chance. After all,
if they noticed that my daily rants
were missing from their feed, they
must care,” she explained, before
adding that those people are “on
pretty thin ice - like, thinner than
Kylie Jenner’s lips before she got
lip fillers.”
But Smithe’s routine extended past spring break - cleaning out
her contacts felt so therapeutic to
her that she decided to continue
evaluating her friendships in person and deciding who to talk to,
interact with, and more. Those
who made her do too much work
during in-class projects and other
assignments were removed from
a groupchat of people who she
exchanges homework answers
and SparkNotes articles with. She
also treated yearbook signings
with plenty of passive-aggressiveness, writing no more than
the number of words in some-

one’s yearbook than they did in
hers.
“I mean, if you don’t take
yearbook signing seriously and
write a lot about me, why should
I treat with you that respect? You
do not deserve to have my signature in your book if you’re not
willing to work for it,” Smithe
says.
She also mentioned that the
actual content of the messages
played a role in determining how
willing she was to talk to someone ever again - anyone who
wrote “HAGS,” for example, was
immediately shunned. “Really,
Matt Post?” she said, rolling her
eyes. (Post could not be reached
for comment.)
Despite the fact that Smithe
is down to approximately 6
friends, 9 acquaintances, 23 finsta
followers, and just 17 contacts in
her phone, she has never felt so
loved.
“Look, it’s not quantity, it’s
quality,” she claims. “These people are the ones that hype my
selfies, vote on my polls, text
me memes, and really care about
me. I’m so grateful to have them
in my life instead of fake people
that like, don’t send me homework answers or don’t support me
when I skip school - looking at
you, Mom. Thanks for nothing.”
Unfortunately, Smithe will
learn quickly that many of the
people she vowed to ignore will
be in college with her at Towson next year, where she will be
forced to either dismantle her
“friend standards” and accept
old friends back into her life,
or somehow meet entirely new
people willing to put up with her
overdramatic antics.

Montgomery County Looks to Avoid Disaster
by Noah Corman ‘19

by Dinah Aguilar ‘19

With summer fast approaching, students look forward to
weeks of carefree fun and make
little effort to remember what
they learned in school. But are
they forgetting anything important?
The Montgomery County
Board of Education says yes. Due
to how easy it is to avoid anything
with educational value, students
are at a higher risk to forget everything.
“Back in my day, we didn’t
even have summer. Or weekends. We’d have to fend off grizzly bears just to get from class to
class. These kids need to get off
their Snapgram and Instaface or
whatever and read a book,” said
board member Henry “Old Man”
Jenkins.
Academic performance has
in fact been trending down. In recent years, students have reportedly forgotten how to read and
write on the first day of school.
“Last year, I remember bringing bread to the first day of school

and leaving my backpack in the
toaster,” said George Flynn, a junior at Wootton.
In an attempt to alleviate some of the back-to-school
struggles, Magruder has considered cash incentives for reading
books to help students maintain
some level of intellect. Reactions
have been mixed. Many students
voiced their concern that books
are only for old people and nerds.
“You couldn’t even pay me
to read. Books are so stupid, like,
when would reading ever be applicable to the real world?” said
Sydney Price, a sophomore and
self-proclaimed Fortnite legend
at Magruder.
Studies show that phones
may be contributing to the problem. Phones leave the user’s brain
out of shape, lowering their cognitive abilities to dangerous levels. “Frankly, I’m surprised these
kids are even alive,” said Edward
Clark, Head of Sociology at
Princeton, after visiting Blake. “I
saw a kid gasping for air because
he forgot how to breathe.”
Even the high-performing

schools are implementing precautionary measures for the student
body. To combat the forecasted
loss of knowledge, they will be
the first Montgomery County
school to ever add “below-level”
classes.
The student body favors this
proposal, saying it is more inclusive and gives people more options for their schedule. There will
be no more instances of students
being pushed into classes that are
too accelerated for them. Not surprisingly, these student-led classes with optional attendance have
gained a lot of support.
“I heard there’s no graded assignments, and you get an ‘A’ just
for showing up. Sounds pretty
dope if you ask me,” said Brandon West, freshman at Wheaton.
The Board of Education will
vote on these proposed ideas next
month and will likely approve
them all. The Board members
are outspoken about the dire situation of Montgomery County’s
students. “These kids need help,”
said Emily Rice of the Board of
Education.
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It’s Obvious: The Sun Is Cold
Do you believe in the various conspiracies on Buzzfeed
Unsolved, think Bush did 9/11, or swear that the Earth
is flat? Well, you’ll love this “hot” new conspiracy theory.
by Owen Steffan ‘18
Recently, all I have been
hearing about is how the Earth
is flat. That is ludicrous. There
is legitimate proof that the Earth
is round and that theory was disproved hundreds of years ago.
However, there is one conspiracy theory that isn’t being
talked about enough:
The sun is cold.
Before you start to dismiss
my argument, answer these questions. If the sun is so hot, why is
space cold? Also, why is it colder
at higher altitudes than it is at sea
level? Shouldn’t it get warmer as
we get closer to the sun? Well, it
doesn’t.
No one has ever been to the
sun, so there are no first-hand ac-

counts of it being hot or cold. You
might be asking, if the sun is cold,
why is it hotter during the day
than it is at night? That’s simple,
the moon is actually colder than
the sun.
Scientists measure the temperature of the sun by looking at its
color. Bill Nye and Neil Degrasse
Tyson may call that science, but
I call it discrimination. You can’t
make assumptions about someone or something solely based on
its color, yet that is exactly what
scientists are doing with the sun.
All the focus has recently
been on climate change, the flat
earth, and the lizard people, but
no one has been talking about the
real conspiracy. The sun is cold
and the government is trying to
hide it for unknown reasons.

Mystery Shrouds Sudden
Disappearance of Seniors
by Noah Corman ‘19
You may have noticed that
there are noticably fewer and
fewer seniors in the hallways than
usual. If so, you are not alone.
Many staff members have spoken
up about this mysterious occurrence, demanding answers from
the SGA.
“I just don’t know what
happened to them. One moment
they’re here, and the next moment, they’re gone,” said one science teacher. “The SGA better tell
us what’s going on.”
Records show that senior
attendance has been down 82
percent in the last two weeks,
so where did all the seniors go?
Many theories are circulating, but
they all have one thing in common: an SGA cover-up.
“They’re always sneaking
around and planning pep rallies
and spirit weeks behind my back.
I trust them about as far as I can
throw them,” muttered Principal
Gregory. “If something weird is
going on, I would bet my left sock
they’re behind it.”
The SGA cooperated with the
investigation, saying that they did
not know the whereabouts of the
missing seniors.
“Bologna,” said another

school administrator. “I know
they know, and they know we
know, and I know that they know
that we know. It’s only a matter of
time before they crack under the
pressure and spill the beans.”
The lack of facts in this case
is spurring people to draw their
own conclusions. “A group of seniors went to the bathroom, and
came back thirty minutes later
with scented fog surrounding
them,” said one teacher, noticeably frightened. “I think aliens
may be involved.”
Such disturbing testimonies
demonstrate the seriousness of
this situation. With so many people looking for answers, the SGA
again changed their story.
“They probably all went on
vacation,” said the SGA president.
This answer left many skeptics dissatisfied. First, the SGA
states it has no clue what has happened to the seniors, but then they
claim everyone went on vacation.
“This is just like the student
government to flip-flop,” said junior Julia Pearson.
No one knows for sure what
happened to all the seniors, but
rest assured, an SGA cover-up
will not stop the investigation
from continuing.

SENIORS ACTUALLY SHOW UP TO
SCHOOL, TEACHERS AMAZED
FLAT-EARTHERS OPEN TO OTHER
SHAPES, “EARTH COULD BE A
TRIANGULAR PRISM”
CONVICTED COW-TIPPER TURNS
OVER A NEW BEEF
ZODIAC KILLER REVEALS MOTIVE:
“I’M A GEMINI”
PETA FOUND TO BE TRAINING FARM
ANIMALS TO ATTACK MEAT-EATERS
MAN RUNS RED LIGHT, CLAIMS HE
DOESN’T SEE COLOR
POURING THE MILK IN BEFORE THE
CEREAL INCREASES CHANCE OF
HEART DISEASE
STUDENT EXPELLED FOR
RETWEETING MEMES ABOUT
AP EXAM
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Margarita Acevedo-Menese		
Montgomery College
Matan Admi 				
American University
Marc Andreu Aguilar			
UMD College Park
Christian Alexander			
Montgomery College
Enrique Albores 			
Montgomery College
Thomas Allar				Montgomery College
Troy Allen 				
Salisbury University
Michella Amaguana			
Washington Adventist University
Jared Anderson			
Virginia Tech
Loic Anega 				
Lynn University
Fuad Arogundade 			
Towson University
Bitania Asefa 				Towson University
Joshua Averbach 			
UMD College Park
Rediet Ayalew				Montgomery College
Jacob Ayres 				
UMD College Park
Kelhan Bailey 				
University of Delaware
Gavrielle Bandler 			
Lesley University
James Barnett				Montgomery College
Megan Barrett				Montgomery College
Liat Ben-Lev				Montgomery College
Arielle Ben-Yosef			McGill University
Kylie Berkheimer			
Montgomery College
Brooke Bernhardt			Ithaca College
Thomas Biggar			
Penn State
Lucille Bikim				Towson University
Eyuel Birdhanu			UMBC
Declan Black				UMD College Park
Collin Blake				UMBC
Madison Bliss				Salisbury University
Brian Bona				Montgomery College
Ally Bonanno				
Howard Community College
Rebecca Bouey			
Towson University
Claudia Bowes				Penn State
Joseph Brantley			Work
Colin Bray				Towson University
Maria Brazzero Velez			
Montgomery College
Joseph Brigham			
Montgomery College
Bridgette Brown			
Towson University
Trevor Buckingham			
University of Colorado, Boulder
Cassie Bush				Towson University
Samuel Butler				
UMD College Park
Samantha Button			
West Virginia University
Bailey Cahill				
Florida State University
Abby Callas				
UMD College Park
Tyler Campbell			
Montgomery College
Krissia Campos Benavidez		
Montgomery College
Rachel Caplan				Ohio State University
John Caporaletti			UMBC
Chad Carlson				Virginia Tech
Nicholas Casey			
Virginia Tech
Aaron Chacon			Montgomery College
Carisa Chakalakis			
Montgomery College
Cassandra Chaput			
Howard Community College
Gregory Chartier			
Towson University
Victoria Chaves			
Auburn University
Heather Chidel			
University of Delaware
Andrew Christianson			
Virginia Tech
John Chrosniak			UVA
Dat Chu				Work
Liam Cleary				Montgomery College
Nicole Clifford				Drexel University
Xavier Colbert			Towson University
McKinley Collins			
Frostburg State
Shannon Corcoran			Work
Bella Cordaro				Towson University
Nicholas Costa			
UMD College Park
Madeleine Cowell			
University of Georgia
Olivia Cowell				
University of Texas at Austin
Donashia Crawford			
Montgomery College
Irving Cruz				Montgomery College
Cesar Cruz				Montgomery College
Ivania Cruz				Montgomery College
Miranda Cundick			
Utah State University
Paul Cunningham			
Towson University
Conner Cunningham			UMBC

Wilson Curtis				Montgomery College
Kalista Dang				UMD College Park
Brooke Davidson			
Howard Community College
Lauren Day				UMD College Park
Jackson Dechter			
University of Kentucky
Joseph Dekelbaum			
Montgomery College
Kayleigh Diamond			
Liberty University
Kevin Diaz Argenal			
Montgomery College
Samuel Dickstein			
UMD College Park
Christine Diestro			UMBC
John Dixon				Montgomery College
Sydney Dosik				
University of South Carolina
Jacob Dowling				Montgomery College
Caroline Dunn			
Stony Brook University
Erin Dwyer				Towson University
Jose Dymond				Salisbury University
Julie Ellis				Towson University
Pisey Em				Travel
Katerine Estrada Garcia		
Montgomery College
Talya Exler				Salisbury University
Zoya Faruqi				Montgomery College
Peter Feeney				
UMD College Park
Hallie Feinbaum			
University of Georgia
Ronan Ferro				UMD College Park
Berkay Fettah				Montgomery College
Hayley Formichelli			Washington College
Carl Gabriel				Montgomery College
Stasha Galczynski			
Montgomery College
Jason Garcia				
Omega School of Recording Arts
Rhyth Ghosh				
UMD College Park
Grace Giddings			UPenn
Fernando Giron			
Towson University
Danielle Glickman			
Tulane University
Rebecca Goldberg			
University of Delaware
Lindsay Goldstein			
UMD College Park
Sergio Gomez				
UMD College Park
Daniel Gong 				Penn State
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Simon Gosselin			
Towson University
Ryan Graham				
Ohio State University
Jordan Grant				Towson University
Benjamin Gratz			
Virginia Tech
Colin Graves				
George Mason University
Steven Green				Montgomery College
Faye Greenberg			
Appalachian State University
Jacob Greenblat			
Ohio State University
Kimberly Greulich			
UMD College Park
Bryce Grobert				Towson University
Eleanor Gross				Gettysburg College
Benjamin Gruber			
West Virginia University
Amelia Guenterberg			
UMD College Park
Jesse Gun				
University of Massachusetts
Andrew Gurganus			
University of South Florida
Michelle Gutierrez-Guisasola		
Montgomery College
Naomi Haddad			Work
Taylor Harris				Hampton University
Becca Herman				
UMD College Park
Simone Hicks				Montgomery College
Caroline Hill				
UMD College Park
Aubrey Hobbs				Montgomery College
Natasia Hogston			
UMD College Park
Justin Hong				UPenn
Declan Horan				
University of South Carolina
Brendan Hughes			
UMD College Park
Samuel Hull				Montgomery College
Joseph Hunt				Randolph-Macon College
Emiliano Ianniciello			
Montgomery College
Dylan Jacob				
University of South Carolina
Sahara Jayasinghe			UMBC
Khari Johnson				
Coppin State University
Abigail Jones				West Virginia University
Danielle Jones				
UMD College Park
Isaiah Jordan				Montgomery College
Juliana Kamara			Montgomery College
Tessa Kanstoroom			
University of Delaware
Danielle Katz				
Gap Year, George Washington University
Lexi Katzman				Lees-McRae College
Lindsay Kaufman			
UMD College Park
Rotem Kaufman			
University of Michigan
Kevin Keating				
York College of Pennsylvania
Lauren Keating			
University of Kentucky
Anna Kehoe				UMass Boston
Riaz Khan				Montgomery College
Gabrielle Khan			UMBC
Shanzeh Khan				Montgomery College
Sarah Kim				UMBC
Jason Kim				
West Virginia University
Lucas King				
UMD College Park
Emily Klimanov 			
Gap Year
Hallie Kling				Towson University
Nicholas Kluska			
UMD College Park
Greta Knowles				
Mount St. Mary’s University
Jordan Kola				UMBC
Kelly Kolanowski			
UNC Wilmington
Jordan Koller				
York College of Pennsylvania
Jan Kostka. Jr.				
Montgomery College
Elizabeth Kronlage			
Towson University
Lucy Kuchma				Gettysburg College
Donovan Lacey			
Sacred Heart University
Logan Lamb				
University of Delaware
Josue Landaverde Vides		
Montgomery College
Kyle Lang				Montgomery College
Sasha Laredo				Montgomery College
Tiffany Laredo				UMD College Park
Jack Lavoie				
University of Edinburgh
Taylor Law				Salisbury University
Bradley Layne				Salisbury University
Marisa Le				UMBC
Sarah Le				UPenn
Vi Le					UMD College Park
Britney Le				
UMD College Park
Nicholas Lee				
UMD College Park
Shelby Lee 				
East Carolina University

Timothy Lee				
UMD College Park
Stephen Lejko				
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Hailey Lemberger			
Johnson and Wales University
Hannah Lev				
Ohio State University
Stephanie Levin			
Dickinson College
Matthew Levine			
Georgia Tech
Matthew Levy				Duquesne University
Michelle Levy				
University of Michigan
Eric Levy				
UMD College Park
Anne-Michelle Lieberson		
Montgomery College
Isabelle Lim				
UMD College Park
Anna Lippy				Towson University
Ronald Little				Howard University
Davis Long				
University of Delaware
Lauren Ly				Montgomery College
Azeya Lyon-Stewart			
Montgomery College
Mary Magin				
James Madison University
Hana Malone				Guilford College
Deanna Mammen			
UMD College Park
Justin Marks				
Tallahassee Community College
Jessica Marques			
Catholic University
Andrew Martinez			
Cornell University
Zachary Martins			
University of Florida
Sanjana Mathur			
Montgomery College
Socrates Matthews			
Montgomery College
Alexandra Matthews			
Boston University
Eric Matthis				York College
Keith Matthis, Jr			
Saint Vincent College
Erik Mayerson				Pace University
Jared Mayerson			Work
Mitchel Mbanong			
Towson University
Rocard Mbianda Tchaptchet		
Montgomery College
Michael Mbony			
Army West Point
Ryan McDonald			
UMD College Park
Kyle McDonough			
Montgomery College
Christopher McGilvery		
Lackawanna College
Jordan McIver				Montgomery College
Mac McKee				Marymount University
Deonna McKoy			
North Carolina A&T State University
Kayla McLean				
Mount St. Mary’s University
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Vadym McNeely			Military
Michael McPherson, Jr.		
Morgan State University
Atticus Meehan			Montgomery College
Tannia Menjivar Garcia		
Montgomery College
Cristo Merino				Montgomery College
Anna Mezebish			
Parsons School of Design
Loic Mgnatho				
Frostburg State University
Lola Miggins				Temple University
Jacob Miller				Montgomery College
Angela Minardi			Salisbury University
Austin Mirgon			
University of Delware
Jordan Mirgon			Penn State
Katherine Mirgon			
University of Delaware
Anthony Molina			Work
Sydney Moore				Rutgers University
Alejandra Morales			
Montgomery College
Hamilton Morales Orellana		
Montgomery College
Matthew Morrison			
UMD College Park
Karla Munoz				
Prince George’s Community College
Griffin Murray			
University of South Carolina
Natalie Murray			UMBC
Ines Ndzoubeth Ngnatho		
Frostburg State University
Tess Needham				Drew University
Katherine Nehrbass			
Towson University
Evan Neufeld				Towson University
Spencer Newman			
Towson University
Isaiah Ngimbi				
Loyola University Maryland
Leslie Ngoudjou			
Towson University
Britney Nguyen			
Georgia Tech
Victoria Nguyen			UMBC
Isaiah Nicholson			
Bowie State University
Sumun Nikkhah-Chalezmini		
UMBC
Peter Niverth				
University of Delaware
Vera Njowe				Montgomery College
Alexander Nnabue, II			
UMD College Park
Kennedy Nolan			
Florida Tech
Jeremiah Norris			UMBC
Natalia Norton				Montgomery College
Victoria Nouvet			
Universidad de Panama
Melissa Oliver				Rutgers University
Julia O’Neill				Virginia Tech
Melanie O’Neill			
Frostburg State University
Deyonte Onley			Work
Dario Orellana 			
Work
Amanda Orsborne			
Ohio State University
Victor Ortiz Jr			
Montgomery College
Franco Ortuno			Montgomery College
Adetomi Oseni-Adegbite		
Towson University
Leyla Osman				Clarkson University
Kevin Palacios Jovel			
Wharton Junior College
Jack Patterson				Penn State
Merylle Pauliah			
UMD College Park
Leah Peloff				
UNC Chapel Hill
Jazlyn Pereira				Towson University
Christian Anthony Perez		
Towson University
Gregory Phelps			
Montgomery College
Sendy Pierre Marc			
Montgomery College
Isabella Pilot				Davidson College
Anthony Pino				Towson University
Sylvia Pinto				
UMD College Park

Frank Platko				Montgomery College
Matthew Post				Yale University
Millena Prather			
Montgomery College
Prince Pratt				Towson University
Leanna Rathbun			
UMD College Park
Pooja Ravi				Stevenson University
Thomas Reed				
UMD College Park
Alina Remond				
Bowie State University
Luke Renshaw				Montgomery College
Tatiana Reyes				
UMD College Park
Emily Rezende				UMBC
Wesley Rhoades			Susquehanna University
Alexander Richman			
UMD College Park
Cheyenne Richmond			
Montgomery College
Andrew Richmond			
Montgomery College
Nicholas Rickert			
Dickinson College
Bradley Riley				Gap Year
Katherine Rivera Garcia		
Montgomery College
Madeline Rocco			UMBC
Natasha Rodriguez			
John Tyler Community College
Valentina Rojas Monroy		
Towson University
Noelle Rollin				Salisbury University
Jennifer Rorie				Montgomery College
Kathleen Rosendall			
UMD College Park
Aidan Rossini				
University at Albany, SUNY
Morgan Rowland			
Loyola University Chicago
Angelo Ruiz 				
Florida Atlantic University
Antonio Ruiz				Montgomery College
Danielle Russell			
Towson University
Javier Salgado Retana			
Montgomery College
Kipling Salmon			
Salisbury University
Joshua Salzer				UMBC
Robert Sanchez			Montgomery College
Jada Satchell				
Morgan State University
Natalie Saviola				Cornell University
Elizabeth Schmid			
Montgomery College
Emily Schmidt				Work
Jacob Schmier				
Community and Career Connections
Rachel Schmuckler			
Indiana University
Jared Schwartz				
UMD College Park
Jessica Schwarz			
UMD College Park
Audrey Schwenke			
St. Mary’s College of Maryland
Nicholas Seganish			
Salisbury University
Theophilus Setse			UMBC
Benjamin Shapiro			
Louisiana State University
Jackson Sherrard			
Davidson College
Emma Shuster				Montgomery College
Brittany Sickinger			
Towson University
Robert Singer				Juniata College
Kaela Skall				
University of South Carolina
Victoria Slonin			
Montgomery College
Bethania Soriano			
Northern Virginia Community College
Emily St. Laurent			
Penn State
Owen Steffan				
University of Florida
William Stevenson 			
Montgomery College
Sean Stotler				Montgomery College
Everett Stubblefield			
UNC Chapel Hill
Rishi Sudhakar			
UMD College Park
Chase Suissa				Towson University
Chad Suissa				Towson University
Brianna Sussal				Towson University
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Katish Sussman			
UMD College Park
Khyati Suthar				
UMD College Park
Kara Sutherland			
Covenant College
Marissa Swamy			
UMD College Park
Alexia Swiat				
Michigan State University
Mitchell Swistak			
Seton Hall University
Dylan Sylvester			
Salisbury University
Hassam Tariq				UMBC
Lisaura Taveras Nunez			
Montgomery College
Frank Tchamssi Tamnou		
New College of Florida
Yonathan Tegegne			UMBC
Elizabeth Thach			UMBC
Seth Thomas				UMBC
Andrew Thompson			
North Carolina A&T State University
Denzel Thompson			
Bowie State University
Erin Thompson			
Montgomery College
Oscar Tineo JR			
Salisbury University
Elana Tobb				Towson University
Alanis Torres				Work
Matthew Toven			
Susquehanna University
Tai Ngoc Tran				Work
Huong Tran				Montgomery College
Dimitri Tsetezoh			
California University of PA
Wesley Tu				UMBC
Alhaji Turay				
George Washington University
Ethan Tuttle				
UMD College Park
Farooq Uddin				Montgomery College
Abraham Udofia			
Community and Career Connections
Aidan Uffelman			
Coastal Carolina University
Kepono Uyeunten			UMBC
Isabella Varron			
Towson University
Antonio Velasquez			Military
Danys Ventura				
UMD College Park
Lauren Vogan				Montgomery College
Anthony Vorachack			
Montgomery College
Valarie Vorachack			Cosmetology School
Trieuduong Vu			
Montgomery College
Vinh Chi Vuong			
Montgomery College
Keara Wallenmeyer			
Montgomery College
Brooke Weichel			
University of Michigan
Margaret Weigand			
University of San Diego
Kendall Weingard			
Montgomery College
Riley Whelan				
UMD College Park
Pearse Whelan				Towson University
John Williams			
UMD College Park
Grayson Willis				Towson University
Carly Wilson				
Applachian State University
Natalie Woods				UMD College Park
Michael Woods			
UMD College Park
Dan Yacubovich			UMBC
Colleen Yates				Towson University
Joy Yoo				NC State
Abigail Yosef				St. Lawrence University
Blaine Zarnick				Montgomery College
Max Zucker				
Frostburg State University

*The Warrior attempted to contact all seniors.
However, seniors who declined to participate in the survey, are not graduating this
year, or did not respond are not included. The
surveys were compiled by Josh Averbach,
Alex Nnabue, Izzy Pilot, and Colleen Yates.
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Senior Confessions
Wall

Info

Photos

Questions

From ask.fm to yik yak to sarahah, high schoolers have found themselves transfixed by gossip throughout the years. As we close out
our final days of walking the halls with our peers, we all look forward
to starting a new chapter of our lives, but may still gravitate towards
these old habits of chatter and self reflection of our youth. Below
are our favorite anonymous submissions of memories, secrets, and
admissions from the Class of 2018.

What’s on your mind?
Share
I used SparkNotes in lit
I once went to the bathroom without a hall pass
Information

Why do people burn the soap dispenser’s in the men’s bathrooms?

Graduation:
May 31, 2018

This grade is so unbelievably cliquey

Current city:
Sandy Spring, Maryland

A guy asked me out in tenth grade. I wasn’t popular nor pretty so I thought
it was all a joke and I rejected him and stopped talking to him and later I
found out he actually liked me so I was really bamboozled becuz I was so
rude to him. But hey he went back to India so good riddance.

Mutual Friends

Sartori is a cutie

Bill Gregory

Whenever the teacher had calling sticks I took my name out of the
stack when they left the room
Matt Post hasn’t done enough to stop ISIS

Peter Huck

Never forget when someone dropped Mark Berman when he was
crowdsurfing at a football game
I’ve been taking down a bunch of the young conservatives posters and
recycling them.

The Warrior Newspaper

I have 12 minion pillows... I’m a guy.
I have a crush on Bob
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Minus, Make Your Presence Felt Next Year!
Eric Minus has been hired
to replace Bill Gregory, who is
retiring after an 18 year-long
career in MCPS that includes
the last 12 years as principal at
Sherwood. Minus will inherit a
school that has its strengths and
its areas where improvement is
needed.
Students generally like,
or at least tolerate, attending
Sherwood. The qualities of the
school include some strong
teachers, particularly in large
numbers in the English and
Social Studies departments, according to many students. Most
teachers also facilitate good relationships with their students,
and relations among students
are thought to be positive overall, as well. Sherwood also offers a host of classes available
for students, from sciences to
arts. The athletics also tend to
be strong, although complaints
about an excessive emphasis
(and funding) on sports are not
uncommon. The prevalent belief is that the administrators
are friendly, but that encounters
with them are rare because they
are not regularly visible in the
building. The administration
is also perceived as avoiding
“tough topics” such as suicide
intolerance or sexual assault.
As for the student body itself,
the hallway environment could
be better, as pathways are often
crowded and/or loud. Also, the
commonly held opinion among
students is that school-wide
policies related to behavior and
attendance are not evenly enforced (or followed at all).

To gauge the desires of the
community
going
forward,
MCPS created a survey for students, staff, and parents that allowed participants to select four
(out of 11 total) categories describing leadership skills that the
newly selected principal should
have that will allow him or her
to most effectively lead Sherwood. Some of the categories
were concepts like “commitment
to professional growth of school
personnel,” “community engagement,” “effective management
and operations,” and “equity and
excellence.” After a tally of student responses, the most popular
areas of focus for the new principal are “accessible leadership,”
“culture and climate,” and “equity and excellence.”
Accessible Leadership was
one of the most popular categories. This means that the new principal should, ideally, demonstrate
“an approachable personality and
promotes positive interpersonal
skills with students, staff, parents/
guardians, and community members.” Many students emphasized
the importance of the new principal being more of a public figure
that is approachable in the eyes of
the community.
Culture and Climate was also
an extremely popular category.
This is described as the new principal being able to “create a community-centered environment of
caring adults committed to creating and maintaining a friendly,
positive, and safe school climate
in order to meet the social, emotional, physical, and intellectual
needs of students.” One student

explained the view of many by
saying, “Sherwood is very diverse and we need a principal
who can effectively adjust and
be able to work with all of our
students.”
A third objective for the
new principal to pursue is Equity and Excellence, which
would “maintain high expectations among staff, students, and
parents/guardians so that all
students will be successful in
school” as well as “create rigorous educational opportunities
and culturally responsive practices to ensure the success and
well-being of culturally diverse
students.” This is especially important because the incoming
principal should have a passion
for the school and its students to
be successful, and want to create opportunities to make this
goal feasible. Without this, no
student can fully reach their potential.
The Warrior hopes that Minus will have concrete goals that
will be noticed almost immediately by the average student.
The most important is arguably
visibility - as a new member
of administration it is important that the new principal forge
positive relationships with the
Sherwood community. In addition, it is hoped Minus should
display high expectations for
the students and staff. All this
together creates the formula of
success for a school leader. If
you can prove you care about
the students and staff, they will
more likely give more of an effort to be at their best.

ublished five times a year, The
Warrior serves as Sherwood High School’s
premier news source. Over the years, it has
received numerous state and national
honors. With a staff of 39 students, The
Warrior keeps the Sherwood community
apprised of local and national events.
All opinion articles represent the
viewpoint of the writer. The unsigned staff
editorials solely represent the opinions of the
newspaper staff. These articles do not
necessarily represent the views of
Sherwood High School.
The Warrior welcomes Letters to the
Editor of 250 words or less. They may be
submitted to room C268. Letters must be
signed, and all content received
by the newspaper is subject to editing.
The Warrior reserves the right
to refuse advertisements.
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Veganism
Vegans Live Healthiest Lives

Veganism Has Clear Pitfalls

by Noah Corman ‘17

by Brynn Smith ‘17

Animal products have more downsides than advantages, so
swearing off them is the way to go. To address some common
misconceptions about veganism, many sources of protein do not
come from meat or dairy. Nuts, quinoa, soy, hummus, and nondairy milk all provide protein. Also, some people believe that a
vegan diet does not provide the 20 essential amino acids needed
for complete protein. However, this is false. The body already produces eleven of them, and the other nine, called “essential” amino
acids, can be acquired from quinoa and chia seeds.
Even though animal products have some vitamins that cannot
be obtained from a plant-based diet, supplements close that gap.
Although it is generally better to receive vitamins and minerals
from actual food rather than supplements, the benefits are negligible. Vegans need a B12 supplement, but taking the supplement
guarantees that the person will not have a deficiency.
Still not convinced? Replacing meat with plant-based sources
of protein might save your life. An extensive Harvard University
study concluded that eating meat increases the risk of heart disease, stroke, diabetes, and weight gain by over 100 percent.
Dairy is no good either. Milk has been found to have a calcium-leaching effect. The same Harvard study found that women
who drink milk with less frequency have less bone fractures. Although it provides the body with calcium, it also draws calcium
away from the bones. No such thing occurs when taking in calcium from plant-based sources.
Eggs also fall short of the mark. When an egg company wants
to begin an ad campaign, they legally cannot say that eggs are
nutritious. The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
prohibits them from lying since eggs contain excessive amounts of
fat and cholesterol. Another Harvard study found that people who
eat at least one egg a day have shortened lifespans.
It is not quite sound reasoning, but it should be said that avoiding animal products, like milk, eggs, butter, meat, and fish, pushes the consumer in the right direction. Assuming the consumer is
a strict vegan, they will often find themselves making healthier
choices. Avoiding foods with butter and eggs moves the consumer
away from baked goods, which are undoubtedly unhealthy. Going
vegan also results in cooking more meals at home, a much healthier alternative to eating out.

Veganism is a way of living which seeks to exclude all forms
of exploitation of, and cruelty to, animals for food, clothing or any
other purpose. While this lifestyle is ethically justified, it is not the
healthiest option for eating.
Humans are omnivores. The human body is built to process
both meat and greens; without the meat, the body loses essential
amino acids that it can’t make itself. The complete protein, which
consists of all nine essential amino acids, is only available in meat
and is the best way to supply the body with the nutrients it needs.
Cutting meat out completely, as what is expected of a vegan diet,
can be detrimental to the body. When consuming a plant-only diet,
the loss of essential nutrients like iodine, iron, zinc, and taurine
can lead to some serious medical problems. Nutrient deficiency is
an issue that can generate all sorts of diseases, including goiter and
anemia.
Going vegan could absolutely be the right answer for an individual for ethical reasons, but it is most certainly not the healthiest. The best diets are those with the greatest variety of nutrients
and ones that don’t run the risk of losing vitamins important to
body function. Veganism doesn’t check either of those boxes. Not
only that but according to Mara Kahn, the author of “Vegan Betrayal: Love, Lies, And Hunger in a Plants-Only World,” not one
respected study has ever shown a long-term vegan diet to be better
than any other type of diet.
For example, the Paleolithic diet, or Paleo diet, is the healthier
way to go. This diet is based on the types of food presumed to be
eaten by early humans, consisting chiefly of meat, fish, vegetables,
and fruit, and the excluding of processed foods. On a Paleo diet,
the body receives more minerals, more omega-3 fats, and more
protein. Overall, the body also obtains more healthy fats. Several
studies show the effects of a Paleo diet on weight loss, improved
body composition, and healthier blood pressure and glucose levels.
When deciding to cut out meat from a diet, one must think
carefully about the health risks and how they may outweigh the
alleged benefits. Vegan diets are ethical and generally healthy, but
are they the healthiest diet out there?
No. Research shows that a mainly plant-based diet is healthy,
but the findings can’t be used to completely justify a vegan diet.

Community College Has
Monetary Benefits
by Anika Mittu ‘19
On May 8, Governor Hogan signed bills to reduce
the cost of community college for students from lower
income households. Beginning in 2019, the new law
applies to individuals from families who earn less than
125,000 per year and single adults who earn less than
90,000 dollars per year, providing members from both
groups with up to 5,000 dollars in scholarships.
This initiative will obviously provide increased access to an education. At Montgomery College, for example, a student who earned 5,000 dollars in scholarships would completely eliminate tuition costs. Yet, the
new law will also benefit the state as a whole. By making community college a viable option for many, the
new law will give many individuals the skills necessary
to work in higher-paying fields and earn higher salaries.
With residents earning more, spending increases, and
Maryland’s economy will likely grow at a faster rate
than the previous 1.02% per year, as measured in 2016.
An educated workforce also has an ability to adapt to
new technology and think creatively when problem
solving, a necessary task for businesses to remain competitive in a sea of constant innovation.

29

million cows slaughtered
in the U.S. each year
to make beef products

0.5

percent of Americans
who actively practice
veganism

Where’s The Love for
JV Athletes?
by Jackson Hongtong ‘21
As spring varsity sports come to an end, the athletes look forward for all of their hard work during the
regular season to pay off in the playoffs. For the playoffs, the crowds are larger, the stakes are higher, and the
dream of a championship is on the line. While all of this
sounds great on the surface, the group that are left out
are all the JV kids, who are sent home empty-handed
after months of dedication and time to their respective
sport.
JV sports should be able to compete in playoffs
and have a championship right along with varsity. The
teams with the highest records should have a county
championship to see who the best team really is. It
would make the season more competitive and more
meaningful to the players. The students would have a
reason to try harder, and get rewarded with a championship on their resume. JV goes to the same number of
practices and works just as hard as varsity players and
get to look forward to what, a good record? Giving JV
sports a postseason would do no harm to the county
sports system and would furthermore give the students
a reason to try out and play.

Lazy Students Lead to
Frustrating Environment
Adam Levine ‘20
Chromebooks have become staple work devices in
the classroom that are used daily in some classes. Most
students know the pain of having to walk up to the cart
of Chromebooks if they are the first or last class to use
them that day. One of the most annoying aspects about
the Chromebooks is the conditions the students from
the last class leave them in. Most of the times when I
boot up the Chromebook, I see that there is another student already logged in, which, even though it only takes
seconds to log out, can be annoying. But worst of all is
the feeling of frustration you get when you try to put a
Chromebook back in the cart and it is near impossible
due to the sloppy jobs of other students.
Students will throw their Chromebooks into the
cart in a scrambling rush to leave class or just because
they do not want to take the time to put it in properly.
The task of putting the Chromebook in the cart correctly and plugging in the right charger really only takes a
few seconds. Teachers must be more strict with their
students and their Chromebook-returning tendencies
in order to ensure a cohesive work environment for all
students.
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The LGBTQ+ Community
Needs More Than One Day

The Pulse
Impending Endings
With only three weeks of school left for non-seniors, many Sherwood students
have understandably began to set their sights on summer. The Warrior surveyed
156 students in grades 9-11 on what’s been on their mind as June 15 rapidly
approaches.
compiled by Lexi Matthews ‘18 and Kelly Sullivan ‘19
What should AP classes do after the exam?

I prefer...

Continue
instruction

Taking final exams
Completing final projects

7%

Watch
movies

59%

Summer math homework is...

Ind. work
period
In class
project

23%
77%

23%
A good source of practice
A waste of time

11%

Are you coming to school on the last day?
Yes			No
42%

58%

31%
69%

Summer reading is...
Helpful for reading skills
A waste of time

34%
66%

Ayana Antoine ‘20
Sherwood participated in
their annual Day of Silence on
April 27 to show solidarity with
the LGBTQ+ community. The
day is to respect those who have
to closet their sexual preferences
and gender identity, by not speaking for the day. A large portion
of students respect the silence of
their peers and wear a support
sticker on their shirt proudly. But,
some wore the sticker and were
silent only when they were in
class, and the sticker was just a
way to get out of doing work.
This speaks to the larger issue
of lack of respect for students of
minority groups. The school may
have celebrated LGBTQ+ Day of
Silence, International Women’s
Day, and Black History Month,
but nonetheless there are many
instances of disrespect towards
minority students. From slut
shaming and harassment towards
girls, to mockery of the step team
and blatant criticism of Black
Lives Matter (BLM) movements,
to students who used the day of
silence to get out of presentations
in class.

According to an anonymous
LGBTQ+ student at Sherwood,
“[the school] doesn’t do much of
anything for LGBTQ students.
I was called a faggot multiple
times, which still happens, and
I get made fun of and unwanted sexual comments from other
students.” The student says the
harassment towards LGBTQ+ is
brushed under the rug by certain
members of Sherwood staff and
commonly ignored as a topic of
conversation.
Harassment of LGBTQ+
students is alarmingly high, according to study by Montgomery
County council on bullying; one
in three lesbian, gay and bisexual students get bullied on school
property, while one in four get
bullied online. It should be noted
that these are only the cases they
are reported.
Students safety and comfort
is and should be the foremost
priority of the school, and something that a school should be able
to provide. The Code of Conduct
prohibits this type of behavior but
when it comes to LGBTQ+ students, there seems to be a willful
ignorance.

The Stigma against The Menstrual Cycle Is Unacceptable
by Brynn Smith ‘19
Last year, social studies
teacher Beth Shevitz, sponsored
the first annual feminine hygiene
product drive to collect tampons
and pads to give to the nurse, for
the nurse to give to students “in
need.” In the past, as reported
by The Warrior last spring, the
school nurse had spent her own
money to ensure students needing
emergency supplies were able to
secure them. But one’s individual
donations proved too little, and
without MCPS’s assistance, the
feminine hygiene products available were inadequate in quantity.
This year, EmpowHER, the
club promoting the drive, decided
to use posters to get the word out
about the collection. The posters
featured drawings of clean tampons and pads to highlight the

product being collected to the
Sherwood community. To hang a
poster in the hall, a club or sponsor must get the poster approved
by the administration. But the
administration wouldn’t sign off
on these completely appropriate,
informative signs.
The explanation given was
that it made some members of the
administration uncomfortable or
offended. Wow. The very products that are discussed in health
class (to both girls and boys) were
barred from being represented in
public. In effect, a couple of persons’ emotional discomfort has
trumped our Sherwood women’s
very real physical discomfort.
In arguing for the posters,
Shevitz explained that by not approving them, administration was
shaming women for a natural process and enforcing the belief that

it’s something to be embarrassed
about. Administration agreed
to look at the posters again and
eventually signed off on 11 of the
13 posters.
The two left unapproved remain that way because the red
stripe down the middle of the pad
(a completely accurate drawing
of one) could be interpreted as
blood. Administration suggested some other words the club
could use instead of menstrual
cycle, like “time of the month,”
which just uses colloquialisms to
disguise what actually happens
during a woman’s period.
The monthly cycle of menstruation is a natural process a
female’s body goes through once
a month and without which none
of us would be here has been
shamed for centuries. This is the
case, whether it’s women in Ne-

pal being confined to a shed with
the livestock for the duration of
their period or simply hiding a
pad or tampon up your sleeve so
no one knows why you are going
to the bathroom so suddenly.
Through organizations like
Plan International, U.N. Women, and Unicef “ ‘period poverty’
activists seek to make menstrual products more affordable and
available. While these institutions
help many women by putting
their focus on providing hygiene
for women’s periods, they need
to start putting efforts into ending
the stigma of menstrual cycles in
societies and religions around the
world. In Egypt, the local convenience stores wrap pads in newspaper so they won’t be seen. In
the country of Georgia, women
are taught the stealthiest ways to
hide their periods from the men in

their lives. In Kenya, many women have to resort to using leaves
or sticks to absorb the blood. According to Project Humanity, girls
on average in Kenya miss 4.6
days of school a month because
of their period.
This is not only a problem
in developing countries; teenage
girls in America are conditioned
to see their period as a problem to
solve, evidenced by the administration’s actions concerning EmpowHER’s posters.
Periods are a normal part of
life, the reason everyone is alive,
and need to be treated with respect. The fact that there is a
struggle in Olney, Maryland,
to allow simple representations
of female products shows that,
while in great contrast to shutting
our female students in a shed each
month, we still have a ways to go.

billion. The tariffs on steel and
aluminum sent the stock market
haywire, and investors lost about
$9 billion. China has retaliated to
the tariffs by placing $3 billion
on goods such as wine, pork, and
nuts. Chinese officials have said
they don’t want a trade war, but
are ready for one.
The intent of the tariffs is to
stimulate American industries,
such as steel, by forcing foreign
steel companies to raise their
prices. American steel then becomes more appealing to the consumer. Unfortunately, this doesn’t
work well in practice because the
countries losing out on the trade
can retaliate with tariffs of their
own. The escalation of tariffs can
rapidly spread from the original
targeted goods to other key exports, starting a trade war. One
of the last major trade wars was

when the United States passed
the Tariff Act of 1930. The tariffs
created a domino effect of countries heaping tariffs upon one another, which worsened the Great
Depression. Today, The U.S. and
China are the two largest economies in the world, and a trade war
would result in worldwide ramifications.
Instead of a no-win trade
war, Trump should put America
first by shifting further towards
a free-market economy. In a
free-market economy, the government doesn’t impose tariffs, and
lets supply and demand dictate
prices. Some American industries
would die out when up against
China, such as steel, but American steel has been on life-support
for decades anyways. Others will
see unfettered growth. For instance, Chinese steel being im-

ported to the United States can be
bought for cheap by other industries and used to create buildings,
vehicles, appliances, and more.
The tariffs will affect more
than just the economy. The relationship between China and the
United States is already extremely tenuous. China is engaged in a
territorial dispute over the South
China Sea with a number of
countries, including an ally of the
U.S., the Philippines. China has
also been waging an information
war on the United States, and is
responsible for the theft of a lot of
American intellectual property. A
trade war with China will certainly
not help our relations with them.
The absence of tariffs allows businesses to keep prices
low, which greatly benefits the
consumer and the global economy. To truly put the American

worker first, Trump should adopt
free-market ideas and avoid angering emerging superpowers.
According to CNN Money,
the looming threat of a trade war
caused people to frantically sell
stock, which resulted in a 572
point drop in the Dow. The Dow
recovered and dropped repeatedly as China and the United States
levied increasingly hefty tariffs
upon one another. The situation
has died down as focus turned
to the peace process with North
Korea, and the economy has been
rising ever since. Most recently,
Trump work with Chinese leader
Xi Jinping to restart ZTE, a Chinese tech company that violated
sanctions and stole American
intellectual property. While his
approach seems counterintuitive,
Trump now seems to be backing
off tariffs to bargain with China.

Trump’s New Tariffs Are Truly Terrible for Us and Abroad

by Russell Irons ‘19
In accordance with his
America First rhetoric, President
Trump imposed tariffs, or tax applied to certain imports with the
intent to protect domestic businesses from foreign competitors,
in hopes of bolstering U.S. industry. This economic ‘strategy’ will
only harm the world economy
and weaken American industry.
In early March of 2018,
Trump announced a plan to place
a 25-percent tariff on imported
steel and a 10-percent tariff on
aluminum. The tariffs applied
automatically to all countries
but Canada and Mexico. Most
recently, Trump placed a 25-percent tariff on approximately 1,300
Chinese products ranging from
technology to firearms. These
new tariffs amount to about $50

The Warrior Wonders...
No 3%

Is SENIORITIS real?

Yes 97%

google images

Which grade was What is more frustrating? How many freshman
can you name?
the best?
Trying to get through
9th

10th

9%

14%

11th

12th

17%

60%

43%

C-hall intersections.

OR
Trying to leave the
parking lot at 2:30.

57%

0-5

6-10

52%

22%

11-20

over 20

13%

13%

What was the best Warrior Wake-up Live segment?
108 & Sherwood
Eric a

nd Ch

ibbs

28%

27%

Sam’s Magic Moment
Film Reel

9%

36%

What advice would you
give underclassmen?

What classes do you regret What changed most in your
taking or not taking?
life during high school?

“Be careful climbing onto
the bus. You could trip and
set off a fire extinguisher
with your head.”

“AP Environmental - It wasn’t
very usefule. And whichever
class didn’t teach me how to
spell useful.”

-Miranda Cundick

“Do not stand in the middle of
the hallway.”
-Isabelle Lim

“Attendance is overrated.”
-Trevor Buckingham

-McKinley Collins

“I regret taking Spanish
all 4 years because I don’t
remember any Spanish.”
-John Chrosniak

“My height.”

-Grayson Willis

“I became Peter Piper.”
-Peter Niverth

“My tolerance for BS lowered.”
-Natasia Hogston

“Everyone started Vaping
all of a sudden.”
-Matt Morrison

What is the most exciting thing about senior year?
Prom 14%

Beach week
49%

Graduation
37%

approximately 400 students surveyed
compiled by Colleen Yates ‘18
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Stop and Smell the Roses
by Izzy Pilot
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Sometimes, It’s OK
To Make Pancakes
In the Microwave
by Natalie Murray
People frequently incite debates with the question, “pancakes or waffles?” For many, this
is a difficult choice; for me, it’s
always pancakes.
As much as I love waffles,
pancakes are my go-to comfort
food. And even though they’re
easy to make, sometimes my pancake cravings are too immediate
for me to make batter, heat up a
griddle, and flip batch after batch
of pancakes before finally eating
them. Thankfully, my incessant
need for pancakes combined with
my lack of patience have led me
to find an easy way to get my pancake fix: microwavable pancake
bowls.
To make them, I simply get
a medium-sized bowl, make a
small portion of pancake batter in
that bowl, and stick it in the microwave for two to three minutes,
or until it’s cooked.
Naturally, cooking pancakes
in the microwave has some drawbacks: you don’t get the crispy
brown exterior that you get from
a regular pancake, so you’re left
with a very uniform texture. Plus,
since the bowl “pancakes” are
very thick, they tend to be dry,
and require copious amounts of
butter and syrup. Still, it’s a great
trade-off when you’re in the mood
for pancakes but not for the time
and effort it takes to cook them
and then clean up afterwards.
This tale makes a perfect
analogy for my newly acquired
attitude towards schoolwork. As a
proud overachiever, I used to be
so invested in my homework and
assignments that I really didn’t
care about or put much effort into
other things. My priority was always grades—which in itself is
not a bad thing, but the amount
of time, sleep, and mental stability that I sacrificed so I could
have straight A’s just doesn’t
seem worth it to me anymore. I
find myself wishing that I’d made
more metaphorical microwaved
pancakes.
What I mean is that I wish I
had settled for a low A, a B, or
maybe an occasional C. Instead

of putting 100% of my effort
into a single homework assignment, wasting valuable time that
I could’ve spent completing other
assignments or eating or sleeping or exercising or socializing,
I should have allowed myself to
make a few microwave pancakes.
Though I would have sacrificed a
slightly higher grade and perhaps
my full understanding of a subject, I would have earned valuable time for myself to relax or
maybe just complete other homework that I initially would have
passed over to complete a different assignment.
I think it’s important to clarify that I don’t wish I’d been a
complete slacker; after all, making microwave pancakes still
requires proper measurements,
time, and effort—just not as
much. So a homework that I put
pancake effort into is an “A” assignment, but a microwave pancake would only be a “B.”
Basically, I wish I hadn’t put
so much pressure on myself to
be perfect, to put 110% into every single assignment when I still
could have gotten an A or B with
only 80-90% effort.
But I can’t change what I did
in high school.
You, however, can.
Maybe you’re like I was,
and you push yourself way too
hard and stay up past 2 AM every
night and join too many clubs and
spread yourself way too thin. Take
some time to make microwaved
pancakes. Figure out which assignments you don’t have to put
110% into, and allow yourself
to slack just a little bit. Like me,
you may feel bad that you’re not
pushing yourself as hard as you
usually do - but you have to remember that it’s because you’re
taking care of yourself. Your
mental and physical health are
more important than your report
card, so if you’re literally making
yourself sick so that you can finish one worksheet or outline, try
to relax a bit. If you don’t learn
to bend, you will break, and if
microwaved pancakes are how
you can avoid breaking, then start
cooking.

Of the 405 minutes I’ve
spent confined in Sherwood High
School everyday for the last four
years, approximately 40 of those
minutes have been spent in the
hallway. That’s about 10 percent
of my high school career spent
maneuvering my way between
crowds of people, walking as fast
as I possibly could from one side
of the building to the other without looking like a maniac, and
avoiding awkward eye contact at
all costs.
In fact, I learned quickly that
the key to mastering the hallway
is avoidance. Learn which halls
to avoid (the media center lobby
and intersection of the E and G
halls are no-gos), avoid chit-chat,
and avoid running into those who
have no concept of the flow of
traffic or which side of the hall
to walk on. These little tricks got
me to each of my classes on time,
if not 2-3 minutes early, for four
years running.
As my hallway skills and
knowledge improved, I gained a
sense of superiority. I knew all the
right ways to avoid slow-downs,
and any small inconvenience
during my trek from point a to
point b was accompanied by a
strong feeling of bitterness. A fire
formed in my stomach every time
I encountered someone walking
up the wrong side of the staircase—didn’t they know that we
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use the right side of the road in
America? And rather than being
happy for friends who greeted
each other with dabs or handshakes right in front of me, I’d
feel utterly annoyed—the five
seconds they spent blocking my
path was five seconds I could
never get back.
It wasn’t until senior year that
the ridiculous nature of my disposition while walking to class really hit me. I remember walking
to math one day and passing by
familiar faces without offering so
much as a grin. What was I doing? These are people I’ve hung
out with, people I’ve laughed
with, people who I’ll probably
rarely get the chance to say a
casual “hello” to again after this
year, and I’m choosing to walk
past them as if they don’t exist.
I have no idea if things
would be different for me if I was

a little more carefree in the hallways. Who knows if I would’ve
gotten invited to more parties or
had more Snapchat streaks if I
smiled a little more. What I do
know, however, is that I spent the
majority of high school desperately wanting to leave, and a more
positive outlook probably would
have done wonders for my mental
health, if not my social life. The
desire to get from point A to point
B stretched far beyond my walk
to class—I was always thinking
about the next thing. I got through
junior year by dreaming about senior year, senior year by dreaming
about college, and now here I am,
at the end of the line with my future just inches away, and there’s
nothing I want to do more than
turn back the clock and tell that
fast-paced, anxious freshman girl
to slow down, put a smile on her
face, and enjoy the stroll.

Playing My Second-Choice Sport
Turned Out To Be a Huge Blessing
by Josh Averbach
I’m not the most naturally
talented of athletes; I can barely jump over a coin, and an old
coach once saw me run and referred to me as “a fully loaded
dump-truck going uphill.” Still,
I was a halfway-decent baseball
player, and after a freshman-year
winter of tee practice, catcherfootwork drills, and weightlifting
in my basement, I thought I had a
good shot at making Sherwood’s
powerhouse of a team.
Alas, it was not to be. Needless to say, I was pissed—I had
played competitive baseball since
I was about eight years old, and
my career suddenly came to an
end. Still, I decided that I was
better off doing something that
spring instead of sitting on my
ass, so I decided to give a chance
to a sport I had dabbled in a bit:
tennis.
So, on March 8, 2015, I shot
an email to the coach, a man by
the name of Thomas Maley. I sent
him a multi-paragraph essay, and
his response was comically short:
“of course you can tryout….we
have yet to hit a tennis ball…..c
ya tomorrow….coach tom maley.” Notwithstanding the unorthodox use of ellipses (a staple of
his emails, I would soon learn), I
was happy to have a chance at a
fun spring.
I had enough tennis expe-
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rience that I wasn’t completely
incompetent, and I wound up
making the team (albeit near the
bottom of the team’s pecking
order). Tennis turned out to be
way more fun than baseball ever
would be. I know this sounds like
sour grapes, but trust me, it isn’t.
First of all, while I never
quite felt like I completely fit in
with the baseball guys, I joined a
group of close friends I already
had on the tennis team and quickly made new ones. And, as weird
as it may sound, the tennis team
has a culture about it—one of
goofiness—that other teams don’t
quite have. Our pregame ritual includes a moment of silence for a
“fallen comrade”—the guy who
was academically ineligible—
and a “1,2,3” countoff in German.
I talk to other athletes who dread
practice and am baffled; I look

forward to having a good time
with the boys. And while tennis
isn’t the most hyper-competitive
of teams, we’re actually pretty
good; there are four divisions,
and we often finish near the top
of Division 2 (although we finished closer to the bottom this
year). And not to brag, but I have
ascended up the team ladder and
now lead that pregame huddle.
So tennis is a blast, and honestly, I’m quite lucky that I was
deemed unworthy of a spot as the
third-string JV catcher. What I
learned, and what you, dear reader, should take away from my
story is this: sometimes things
don’t go your way. Maybe you
got rejected from a school or a
job. Maybe the “love of your life”
doesn’t feel the same way. That’s
fine. There’s always something
else out there.
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Count Your Blessings
by Lucy Kuchma
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How To Get Clout
by Jared Schwartz
Coming into Sherwood, I
hardly knew anyone. I went to a
magnet middle school, so high
school was initially terrifying to
me. Still, I overcame that challenge and became relevant.
The best decision I made in
high school was to join BBYO, a
Jewish youth group. I’m not going to spend this column talking
about how great BBYO is. In fact,
in many ways I despise BBYO as
an organization as a whole. However, BBYO was great for helping me make some of my closest
friends. One of the best ways to
meet people is to join any organization or extracurricular activity. Even as I have gradually lost
interest in BBYO, the friends I
made through it are still some
of my closest. In fact, one of my
favorite memories from this year
was going to a movie program
with the other seniors in my chapter while actively avoiding everyone else.
Another lesson I learned is
that in order to become relevant,
you need to put yourself out

there. Teachers will hate me for
this, but I found that it is always
good to talk to people in your
classes. In addition to extracurriculars, getting to know some of the
people in your classes can make
the school day much more bearable, even if you don’t become
friends with everyone. There are
a lot of people in high school, and
even in my senior year, I’m meeting people who are actually pretty cool whose paths I’ve never
crossed. Talking to new people is
how I generated enough clout to
win Class Clown (even if Everett
Stubblefield technically got more
votes for me.) In high school,
clout is all that matters, and if you
don’t win a senior superlative,
you basically failed.
My final lesson is to ignore
the haters. This is some pretty
generic advice, but I’ve come to
accept that not everyone likes me.
The key to accepting this fact was
to acknowledge that everyone
who doesn’t like me sucks and
isn’t worth my time. In the end,
you should focus on the people
who like you and not those who
don’t. Jared out.

In the midst of every chaotic
thing going on in my personal life
in the past four years, school has
always been a constant. I could
count on the stability of simply
showing up and moving from
point A to point B; from a graphic
organizer to an in-class essay, a
pop quiz to a big exam. Just one
thing after another, working towards the distant end-point: graduation. These things can all become pretty taxing after a while,
especially when you begin to
question whether it is truly worthwhile for you to be doing them.
On any given day, my mom
could ask me what I learned in
school and I might tell her, “not
much really” or “same stuff as
always,” when in reality, with
every passing day, we are being
exposed to information and academic techniques that slowly
but surely shape the people we
will ultimately be beyond high
school. It can be easy to perceive
school only to be a waste of your
“precious” time—I promise that
I myself am guilty of this, but
I am confident most of us will
look back on our high school
experiences with at least a mild
sentiment of gratitude for the
opportunities and skills that our
educational system helped create
for us.
Plus, as good as just never having had to come to school
might sound, if you imagine the
lives we would all be living were
we not coming here every week,
it’s frankly very depressing and
even frightening.
Teenagers are infamous for
their lack of appreciation for the
gifts they have in life. I will be
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the first one to admit that I have
let good things slip away because
I failed to recognize how meaningful they were to me when I
had the chance. There are high
school students in this country
that would never dream of taking an AP class, and here, it’s not
abnormal to take 4 or 5 before
your graduate. There are students
who have never seen a Promethean Board and would not have
a clue what to do with one. There
are students who have never had
a peer who is Muslim, Hindu,
Jewish or really, with any background or lifestyle different from
their own. It seems crazy because
our advantages are invisible to
us until we go out into the world
beyond our tight-knit community
and begin to comprehend the extent to which our learning environment has fostered our intellectual curiosity, cultural exposure,

and tangible change making.
It took me until very recently to come to the realization that
I am so immensely lucky to have
gotten to attend a school like
Sherwood. Despite its undeniable
flaws, this school and many members of the faculty have helped
me in ways that I could never really put into words. I have
solved seemingly impossible
problems, asked thought-provoking questions, developed critical
opinions, and confronted failure.
Without having overcome all of
these things, I do not know who
I would be or how I might be prepared to approach college and my
life beyond. As ready as I am to
move on from Sherwood, I know
that, as a result of my diverse
and comprehensive experience, I
am equipped to take on my life,
and for that, I could not be more
thankful.

There is nothing better than
blasting music, singing every
word with your buds. Although
other students will stare and give
you dirty looks, it doesn’t matter.
That’s called truly making the
most of your high school experience. That’s called creating memories that you will carry with you
and cherish forever.
I did not always have classes
together with many of my friends.
The only time I’d get the chance
to talk to many people was in the
parking lot after school. Often

times, it was just a simple, “Hey!”
or “How’s it going?” But it meant
so much more. These were likely
the last days we’d see each other for the foreseeable future, and
possibly forever.
All these years, we were in
a rush to get home. But what we
failed to realize is that we already
were home. The parking lot bonded us together. It gave us a place
to share laughs and make memories. It made us all Warriors, and
we will take those memories with
us forever.

Why I’ll Miss the Parking Lot
by Frank Platko
Sydney Henry ‘20

One Final Bye-Line
by Danielle Katz
An adventure is defined as
“an unusual and exciting, typically hazardous, experience or
activity.” Over the past seventeen
years, Olney’s monotony has given me a deep sense of boredom,
exposing me to my craving for
every aspect of this definition.
Especially during the past
year, I have found myself and so
many of my peers stuck in the
trap of wishing our time away
as unsolicited life advisors threw
us contradicting clichés: “Senior
year is your chance to have fun,
be carefree!,” but “always think
about the future, and don’t get
distracted from your goals.” After a year built off of cliches and
conflicting advice, I knew I had to
take a gap year before college.
For the upcoming year, I
wanted an experience that was
nearly impossible to give advice
for, in order to construct my own
memories. So, like any sane high

school senior, for the second time,
I will be sticking myself into a
country where I know a minimal
to nonexistent amount of the language. This time, the destination
is Brazil.
Though I am beyond excited, when people ask me what I’m
doing next year, the “hazardous”
nature of my adventure tends to
steal the spotlight. No, I don’t
know what part of Brazil, a 3.288
million sq. mile country, I’ll be in.
No, I don’t know anything about
my host family, but I know that
I’ll be learning by living, which
may further coddle my inability to
choose a path of study to focus on.
After my gap year, I’ll start
college at GW with a new perspective and experience in what I
want to spend the rest of my life
doing. Taking a gap year in Brazil is the unusual, exciting, and
hopefully only minorly hazardous stepping stone I need to skip
between Olney’s stagnancy and
DC’s fast-paced mentality.

Although the prospect of
graduating is exciting to many,
including myself, there are many
aspects of Sherwood that I will
miss. Perhaps most of all, and it
may sound strange, I will miss the
parking lot.
Every day when the dismissal bell rings, upperclassmen rush
out to the parking lot, eager to get
into their cars and beat the traffic.
The parking lot is the place where
you say goodbye to your friends,
knowing you’ll see them tomorrow. Rarely do you think about
how one of these days, you’ll say
goodbye for the last time.
Often times, I would be in a
hurry to get home. I’d sit in my
car, waiting for my friends that I
drive home everyday to come so
we could leave. As all the other
students left and my friends sang
and danced outside of my car, I’d
yell, “Hurry up! Let’s go!”. We’d
end up spending the next 15-20
minutes in the parking lot.
In the moment, it angered me.
I just wanted to go home and relax. But the more I think about it
now, I’m glad I spent all that time
socializing in the parking lot.

Sydney Henry ‘20
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Only a Stone’s Throw
Away from Graduating
by Lexi Matthews
It was four in the morning on
an unusually snowy Wednesday
in March; I was lying on the floor
of my living room, trying to remember how to breathe, sweating
and shivering all at once, utterly
convinced I was dying precisely
because my mother kept on telling me that I was not.
The next four hours inside
Montgomery General were comprised of a whirlwind of tests,
examinations, and much deliberation. Once the sun had peeked
over Olney to melt the clusters of
ice outside my hospital room window, a diagnosis had finally been
reached. Instead of the total organ
failure I had suspected, it turned
out that a 5 millimeter calcium
oxalate lump had lodged itself in
my right ureter and looked like it
had no intentions of moving out.
At the ripe age of 17, I had my
first kidney stone.
Three surgeries later, I was
left with a handful of stitches, a
vague ache persisting right below
my rib cage, and a pamphlet detailing what my life with dysfunctional kidneys would ultimately
be like. I had done nothing wrong;
it was simply a nasty hereditary
gift from my father, nurses and
doctors told me repeatedly. Besides regular checkups and a new
air of caution in my daily health,
my life would return to normal in
a few weeks.
After the final stitches were
removed, the pains that came with
twisting and bending had largely
subsided, and the utterances of
“aww, you poor thing!” had faded
away, things pretty much did go
back to the way they were. The
world had moved on from my
minor medical disaster, and it was
time for me to, too.
However, as I found myself
seated in the office of my new
urologist waiting to see if a new
stone had formed yet, or laying
in bed anticipating waves of agony from a phantom lump, or sit-
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ting in the sidelines watching my
friends run around without me
because I was too anxious about
the new convulsions I got in my
side from getting too dehydrated,
I had trouble simply forgiving
and forgetting my kidney. If the
stone hadn’t been locked away in
a biohazard box in Montgomery
General somewhere, I’m not so
sure I wouldn’t have been spending deep hours into the night simply staring at it in intense wonder.
The “eat better, drink more
water, don’t exert yourself too
often” that had been detailed in
my kidney pamphlet translated
into a huge pity party for myself
as summer rapidly approached.
“Why me?” I vainly worried as I
looked at the hoards of old men
waiting in the urology office
alongside me. I began to blame
the poor eating habits and lack
of sleep that came with the stress
of school ending on my kidneys.
I quit softball for good and excused it with focusing on my
kidney health. Whenever I became irritable, upset, or anxious,
I found some way to trace it back
to a slight ache on my right side.
Any minor inconvenience in my
life became instantly met with the
kidney card, despite it only serving to shove aside and further exacerbate the issue.
One day, midsummer, slowly, then all at once, I simply threw
that card away. I stopped wor-

rying about my kidney stones,
former and anticipated, and just
went on living. I didn’t mope
during my urology appointments
anymore. I quit worrying about
my water intake and the dietary
needs of my kidneys so obsessively. I ceased to pin any real
issues on one long resolved, and
vowed to stop assigning meaning
to the stone when it was simply
a bad thing that had happened
to me now long ago. I went for
a run, and imagined a bumbling
Montgomery General employee
accidentally knocking the container holding my stone into the
trash. I felt at peace.
I don’t have any huge wakeup call or grand revelation to give
to you explaining why I suddenly moved on. I think that, in this
time of our lives, people often
just learn to grow and improve
themselves, for better or worse,
for no real reason at all. Eventually, whether it be learned or some
evolutionary intuition, we all just
come to realize things that seem
to matter to us in a single snapshot of our lives don’t usually
mean that much in the long run.
Maybe it’s just human nature to
assign deeper meaning to things
when none truly exists, or just a
part of growing up. I feel content
believing that these false worries are just an unfortunate part
of high school. And the kidney
stones, too.

How Field Hockey
Changed My Life
by Emma Shuster
Towards the end of freshman
year, I decided to escape my comfort zone and try out for the field
hockey team, though I’d never
picked up a stick before. I had
ten weeks to learn the game. My
friend began helping me, and I
began reaching out to coaches.
Then, I got my shot; the coach
asked if I would play goalie. I became faced with a predicament.
Do I say yes? What if I get hurt?
What if I let in too many goals?
I barely understood the sport. After my first season ended, I joined
a club team, commuting over an
hour each way to practice and
playing in tournaments with some
of the best players in the country.
I had leaned into discomfort and
conquered my fears, improving
my skill, and learning the true
meaning of dedication.
Two years ago, I struggled to
put on my equipment, but today
I am a confident player. As time
progressed, I saw not only my
skill level but my attitude towards myself and others change.
When faced with a challenge, I
tell myself I am capable and have
the confidence to overcome obstacles. Every challenge became
another shot coming my way, and
I clear it away.
The transformation continues.
Life as a teenager is tough, between school, making friends, and
numerous other curves. I used to

be a quiet girl that my classmates
hardly knew existed. I was afraid
to speak up for myself, afraid to
audition for school productions,
afraid to branch out.
Midway through my sophomore year, I saw myself becoming a new person. I was changing,
maturing, evolving. I joined choir
and auditioned for school musicals. I finally had the courage
to make new friends, confidence
for public speaking, and leadership traits. I learned I was just as
strong and independent as those
around me. When placed in difficult situations, I envision myself
on the field, in my goalie equipment. I am stronger than those
around me. I have a voice. I am
a leader.
My newfound confidence has
helped me realize my desire to be
a sports journalist. In spite of a
profession that is still plagued by
sexism, I’m ready to overcome
any stereotypical comments or
assumptions. Having played and
devoted myself to a female sport,
I aspire to be the best female
sports journalist that I can be.
Reflecting on these past few
years, field hockey has definitely
been the catalyst of change. I am
not the same timid girl that I used
to be. The quiet girl who I once
was is now gone. Though I am
grateful for her, I am overwhelmingly thankful for the strong,
confident young woman I have
become.

Feel Free To Be Yourself, People Won’t Judge You
by Colleen Yates
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It took awhile for me to understand that people are
not judging me every second of the day. It also took way
too long for me to see that people are not cooler or above
others. We are not above or below people in terms of popularity. We are just all different people with our own values
and interests. In high school, students are pretty much all
on the same level. Whether we are “cool” or just kind of
here, we are all in the same school, getting by until we can
get out. I wish I had figured this out earlier.
For the longest time I thought everyone else was judging me. I would be scared to order at restaurants or check
out at the grocery store. At school, I was afraid to breathe
too loud, or walk too fast, or too slow. Afraid to cough,
sneeze, and even afraid to go to the bathroom. I was petrified that somebody “cooler” than me would judge me and
tell their friends how weird I was. I was afraid to answer
questions in any class because I thought I might say the
wrong thing and people would judge me. This unrealistic
and near-obsessive anxiety went on for three out of four
years.
This year has been great. There aren’t seniors to be

scared of because now I am one. Even so, I have come
to realize that nobody who was older or graduated really
remembers me whatsoever, much less cared if I breathed
too loud or walked too fast or sneezed once in math class.
I finally understand that people in restaurants and grocery
stores are there to help me get what I want, not to judge
me. I even started calling out answers in classes. Mostly
they’re right, and when they’re wrong no one really cares.
I have finally figured out that I am not below anyone.
No one has the right to judge me any more than I have to
judge them. In the real world, most people won’t remember what I did in high school. College is a fresh start. A
new opportunity to invent myself. I am not going to be
afraid of what other people think of me. Instead I will
speak my mind, because much more often than I realize,
I’m right. My advice to underclassmen is to realize that
little high school things do not matter in the real world.
Instead of worrying what other people think, focus on having fun being your truest self.
Stop caring about whether your clothes are normal.
Stop sucking in your stomach. Stop holding in sneezes.
Stop being afraid to breathe. Just be you and people can
like it or not.
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Nine years old. This, according to The
New York Times, is the age that most females’ confidence levels peak and they feel
“assertive and positive about themselves.”
The study also showed that, by high school,
less than a third of girls still feel this way.
Think back to elementary school. Did you
really care if your shirt matched your pants
perfectly? Probably not, because you liked
each clothing item and you weren’t afraid
of judgment from peers. In middle school,
I would try my hardest to send the ugliest
Snapchats possible to my friends because I
thought it was hilarious. But as we’ve gotten older, people now use filters, find good
lighting, and try to make cute faces as to
encourage others to think as highly of them
as possible.
Almost everyone has something about
themself that they have learned to be
ashamed of. For me, it’s my height. When I
was younger, I loved being tall; I saw it as
making me special, unique, and different in
a good way. It made me feel powerful and
being powerful made me feel confident.
Since I’ve been in high school, though, I
have grown to hate being such a deviation

from the norm. At just under 5’10”, I have
been told that “tall girls are gross” (that
was a fun one), “Are you going to be taller
than your date??” “Why are you so tall??”
and more. Something that used to make me
feel like a confident, assertive nine-yearold all of a sudden made me feel so weird
and embarrassed. Without even noticing
it, I let this message about how I “should”
look impact my daily life; I always think
twice about the shoes I’m wearing, I can’t
remember the last time I wore heels, and I
slouch whenever I talk to people so they
don’t know how tall I actually am.
No matter what your “thing” is, the
most important lesson that I have learned
as I finish up my last little bit of high school
is that it only matters if you let it. Whether
it is your height, weight, nose, hair, body,
intelligence, financial standing, etc., no
societal standards can make you feel less
worthy of happiness unless you internalize
them. Although it is most definitely hard,
and I can’t say I’ve completely mastered
it, the best way you can try to embody your
nine-year-old confidence is to always remind yourself that you are worthy of just
as much happiness as you once had before
social norms got in the way.

Gaining a Global Perspective
by Alex Nnabue
After growing up in the Olney community, my impression has been that it is a
tight-knit town with very limited perspectives and experiences. Luckily, my senior
year has been filled with taking advantages
of unique opportunities and gaining new
perspectives. Since August, I have traveled
to four different countries, becoming accustomed to four drastically different cultures and ways of life.
Many of my peers would probably say
that prom night or the homecoming football game were the highlights of their last
year of high school but I would disagree.
Don’t get me wrong, I definitely enjoyed
those typical moments, but in ten years I
will most likely forget them all and vividly
remember others. Instead, I’ll never forget
jet skiing in the Bahamas or admiring the
futuristic streets of Dubai. I could also never forget breaking traditional kola nut with
my elders in my native Nigerian village
and bike riding through Seville with my
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Spanish exchange partner.
The only downside was catching up
on endless missing assignments while battling senioritis, but it wasn’t that difficult
considering I only took four classes with
a half day schedule. Actually, in all honesty, it was really hard. However, it was
easily overshadowed by the unforgettable

memories, amazing food, and global perspective I gained. As I began to see the
world, I became more eager to step outside
the extremely small bubble of high school
and Olney. I hope to take the valuable lessons I learned and branch out in college as
I plan to study international politics and, of
course, study abroad.

Making Mistakes and Making Changes

This column, printed within these pages of The Warrior newspaper, proves that mistakes aren’t permanent, and sometimes you get a second
chance. For example, me having the opportunity to write this senior column despite the fact that I messed up by not taking newspaper class.
by Kali Dang
I could hear voices down the hall as I
darted through the school doors at 7:50 am.
With my keys in one hand and my coffee in
the other, I arrived in my first period class
and sat in my seat just as Mrs. Taylor began
explaining short run and long run economics. I expected a very long and complicated
answer, chock full of economic terms that I
wouldn’t understand due to my inattention
over the past week.
But I never got one. Instead, Mrs. Taylor explained, “In the short run, everything
is fixed. You have to take what you have in
the moment and do what you can with it.
But in the long run, everything can change,
and nothing is permanent. You could wake
up tomorrow and change the whole production.”
Throughout my time at Sherwood,
I’ve moved with caution and lived in fear

of making mistakes. You only get four
years here to prepare yourself for college,
and the last thing I wanted was to mess
up. I, like many others, have been ready
to graduate and move on in life since first
stepping foot into Sherwood High School’s
hallowed halls. But I’ve also been afraid;
of choosing the wrong classes, the wrong
friends, the wrong path, the wrong major,
the wrong college. After being reminded
that nothing is permanent, however, I began to recognize the endless possibilities
available:
I can transfer schools.
I could wake up one day and turn my
entire life around.
I can change my major.
I can change my mind.
And change it again.
I can make mistakes now, so that by
the time I have to deal with a problem in
the short run, I won’t have to simply make

do with what I have. But rather, I will be
confident with what I’ve set myself up
with.
I’ve made my fair share of mistakes in
the past four years. From not doing newspaper, to not taking a class seriously, to unnecessarily stressing myself out with difficult courses. But I’ve learned that in the
long run everything can and will change,
so there’s no reason to stress about the
short run today.
The past four years at Sherwood have
made me bolder and less afraid of the uncertain. “Messing up” no longer makes the
hairs on the back of my neck stick up in
terror, but puts me at ease for the future
I’ll face. As I move on, from Sherwood
and beyond, I’m going to keep making
mistakes and keep changing. I’m going to
move without fear and never back down.
Nothing is permanent, so I’m going to keep
living like it.
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C.A.S.T. Ends Chapter in Its History with Successful Performance
by Adam Levine ‘20
The spring play is always an
event to look forward to. It provides a refreshing step away from
the song and dance of the fall musical and allows students to showcase their acting abilities. This
year’s play, “Rumors” by Neil
Simon, was able to do just that
while also providing the audience
with a hilarious experience they
will not quickly forget.
The lights came up on the
Ertzman stage, which had been
transformed into the living room
of Charley and Myra Brock.
Chris (senior Lucy Kuchma) and
Ken Gorman (junior Nick Weinrich) are the first guests to arrive
at the house, expecting a fun
night at the Brocks’ 10th anniversary party. But when they get
there, they find that Myra is missing and Charley had shot himself in the ear. As more couples
arrive to the party, they must try
to keep Charley and Myra’s secrets without even knowing what
really happened themselves. The
characters’ antics escalate as the
stories get wilder and wilder.
Each cast member brought
their own unique energy to the
part while still being able to capture the essence of their charac-

Courtesy of Andrew Dodge

At the end of the second act, characters scramble to cover up the many scandals when the police come by.
ter. Senior Natalie Murray, who
played Claire Ganz, and junior
Sean Alperin, who played Len
Ganz, beautifully portrayed their
two sarcastic and critical characters while still being able to
make the audience burst into
laughter after just about every
line. Perfectly timed one-liners

and random yells of frustration
or confusion presented by every character left many audience
members laughing non-stop.
Even with all the comedic acting,
we were still left shocked through
the many twists and turns of the
plot.
One of the biggest twists was

seeing C.A.S.T. sponsor and director Andrew Dodge on stage
playing the role of Officer Pudney. Dodge spent his last C.A.S.T.
show that he will be directing on
the stage, which he believes was
an interesting opportunity to be
able to perform with the students
he has worked with for so long.

“It’s been a very rewarding
experience to work with the students in the program and develop
the program,” said Dodge.
Dodge will be passing the baton over to English teacher Elizabeth Kominski who will be the
director and sponsor of C.A.S.T.
next school year. Before coming
to Sherwood, Kominski led the
theatre program at Northwest.
Despite not picking up the theatre
program this year, Kominski has
already identified leadership in
the debate club and will be leading the other theatre programs
that Sherwood offers.
“I’m very excited to get involved in [C.A.S.T.], and I feel
like, as coming from an outsider
into Sherwood, I see there is so
much talent in the building,” said
Kominski. “There are so many
musically talented kids and good
actors and just all-around great
performers so I really want to tap
into that energy and create some
really awesome productions.”
“Rumors,” was absolutely hilarious, which the cast did
an amazing job of putting on. It
creates excitement to see what
C.A.S.T. will do next school year
and how Kominksi’s new leadership will start a new chapter for
the school’s theatre productions.

Latest Marvel Film Wraps Up
The MCU Franchise for Now
by Peter Niverth ‘18
Marvel’s “Infinity War” is the
latest of the 19 films that make up
the Marvel Cinematic Universe
(MCU). And without a doubt, it
is the most anticipated of all. The
MCU consists of every Marvel
movie made since the first “Iron
Man” about a decade ago in 2008,
and all those films - in ways large
and small - have been building
the background and events for
“Infinity War” in 2018. So going
into its release on April 27, there
was a lot of apprehension with
hope that the movie would live
up to all of the effort put into its
creation.
And boy, did Marvel deliver. Every character seen in every
movie, from Doctor Strange to
Spider-Man and the newest hero,
Black Panther, made an appearance. One of the biggest worries
for fans was how the huge cast
of all-star characters would be
woven together in such a way as
to fight the main villain, Thanos
(Josh Brolin), as one team rather
than as individuals.
But these fears were put to
rest as directors Anthony and Joe
Russo set it up so there were two
fronts of the battle, one in space
on the planet Titan and one on
Earth in Wakanda. Doing so made
it easier to keep track of who was
where and who was fighting who
while different storylines took
place.
The battle on Titan was
spearheaded by Iron Man (Robert Downey Jr.), Doctor Strange
(Benedict Cumberbatch), Spider-Man (Tom Holland), Drax
(Dave Bautista) and Peter Quill/

Star-Lord (Chris Pratt). Their battle aimed to take the fight to Thanos before he could collect all six
infinity stones which would allow
him to destroy half the universe
with the snap of his finger.
The over-inflated butting
heads of Doctor Strange, Quill,
and Iron Man set up a funny dynamic of “which plan are they
following?” The battle enabled all
heroes involved to show off their
abilities against the overpowering
Thanos and created some incredible action scenes.
The front at Wakanda was
no less spectacular than the one
on Titan, as the heroes, Captain
America (Chris Evans), Black
Panther (Chadwick Boseman),
and Scarlet Witch (Elizabeth Olsen), among others, fought off
Thanos’ invading army seeking to
take Wakanda.
Though this fight did not carry on the exact same excitement
as one on a whole new planet,
the strength and CGI with which
these heroes fought with was
nothing to dismiss.
The climax that was present
within both of these fronts was
the important moment that all 19
of the movies had been leading
up to at this point and cannot be
described without the presence of
major spoilers. In order to be able
to understand the greatness of the
film, one needs to see it and experience it for oneself.

Grade:
		 A+
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‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ Continues to Impress New Charlie Puth Album

Expected To Be a Success

by Sabrina Rickert ‘19
“The Handmaid’s Tale,” in its
second season on Hulu and based
on the 1985 novel by acclaimed
author Margaret Atwood, is set in
a dystopian future where women
have lost almost all their rights
and freedoms. After the U.S.
president is assassinated, a fundamentalist Christian group quickly
takes control and vows to restore
order. In the society now named
the Republic of Gilead, women
are burdened by harsh restrictions, including the prohibition of
reading.
Both the novel and the TV
series show this terrible world
through the perspective of Offred,
which is not her real name but
rather conveys that she belongs to
a commander whose first name is
Fred, (so she is of Fred). Offred
belongs to a class of handmaids,
who are women taken away from
their families and forced to have
children for privileged families.
Offred’s real name is June,
and her name is not the only
thing taken away from her. As
the religious fanatics took power
to create a sexist and homophobic totalitarian society, June was
separated from her husband when
they try to escape to Canada. The
government soon finds her and
her daughter, and June becomes a
handmaid and never sees her hus-

by Adina Brenner ‘20

www. nme.com

Elizabeth Moss reprises her role as Offred, a central character in the show.
band or child again.
The strength of the Hulu series is that it convinces viewers
that Gilead could exist in reality.
The acting is stellar, especially
the way Elizabeth Moss depicts
Offred’s growing resistance to
her circumstances as well as Joseph Fiennes’ believable corruption as Commander Waterford.
Season 2 begins with June’s pregnancy, which is rare in a society
of increasing infertility. She has
been whisked away in a van, not
knowing whether she will live or
die. The tension doesn’t let up in
subsequent episodes.
What is scary about “The

Handsmaid’s Tale” is that Atwood’s novel, written more than
30 years ago, doesn’t seem beyond the realm of possibility.
One day women are living their
normal lives and then there is a
crisis, and suddenly there is the
excuse to take away people’s basic human rights. That’s why it’s
such a great TV series--it shows a
possible reality if we do not resist
oppressive forces.

Grade:
		 A

When listening to the top-40
station in your car, it can seem as
if you are hearing the same basic pop sound on repeat. What if
there was a musician who stepped
outside the clichés? Charlie Puth
is the answer. On top of having
a high register unlike any other
male vocalist, Puth offers songs
that blend meaningful lyrics with
a unique, cutting-edge sound.
After a childhood and adolescence honing his musical passion and talents, Puth became an
overnight sensation. At the age of
just 23, Puth went from recording
YouTube covers in his cramped
basement studio to being discovered by a well-known rapper,
Wiz Khalifa, and featured in the
hit song “See You Again,” which
would go to number one on the
pop charts. From there, record
label offers began rolling in, followed by a massive fan base.
After releasing three albums
and having four top ten songs,
Puth has recently launched his
fourth album, “Voicenotes,” on
May 11. The new album captures
the essence of Puth’s broad yet
one-of-a-kind style. The album
features songs that range from
heartfelt ballads all the way to

upbeat and energetic melodies.
Puth includes special appearances from popular artists such as
James Taylor, Boyz II Men, and
Kehlani. His assortment of songs
demonstrates his ability to appeal to almost any audience, regardless of age. Fans all over the
world have expressed their love
for Puth by streaming his new
music more than almost any other
artist on Spotify.
Although the album is full
of memorable tracks, one especially noteworthy song is “The
Way I Am,” which not only has
a dynamic, catchy tone, but also
expresses an inspirational theme.
The song communicates the importance of staying true to oneself,
a message dear to Puth’s heart due
to his struggles with anxiety and
insecurity, which were amplified
by his fame.
Puth is up for two nominations at this year’s Billboard
Music Awards, and don’t be surprised if this nominee became
a Grammy winner soon. In fact,
you should bet on it.

Grade:
		 A-

“Pomp And Circumstance”
by Josh Averbach ‘18, Lucy Kuchma ‘18,
Lexi Matthews ‘18, and Izzy Pilot ‘18
Across:
1 Cable car
5. Network that airs ‘Downton
Abbey’
8. Inquires
12. Prefix often put before
space or dynamic
13. Consider something in a
particular way
15. Mormon church headquarter state
16. Dwarf, to a Parisian
17. Blood pumper
18. 50% off, say
19. Festivities honoring diploma recipients?
22. Affirmative
23. Shawn Mendes song feat.
Astrid
24. Carry out again
26. Place where manicures,
facials, and massages are
performed
29. Logged in, say
31. Adjacent over hypotenuse
32. His fables included ‘The
Tortoise and The Hare’ and
‘The Big Bad Wolf’
34. “I should do it”
36. Afresh
38. 2018 SMOB candidate
Nayel
40. Follow
41. One who associates with
few others
43. End of a shoelace
45. Chlamydia, for ex.
46. Public bus company name
48. Dress pants

50. South Korean city with
200,000 residents
51. Not an ameteur
52. The science of farming,
briefly
54. Misplaced graduation certificate?
61. TIME, The New Yorker, The
Atlantic, etc.
63. Dwarf son of Borin in Lord
of The Rings
64. Subjective column, slangily
65. Purple fruit
66. Short romantic relationship
67. Lost Pixar fish
68. Utters
69. Stubbed digit
70. Make out, to a Brit
Down:
1 Strong taste
2. Opposite of front
3. Wallace who played Mandy
on ‘iCarly’
4. Beginning of the work week
5. Fellow classmate
6. Defeat
7. Traditional Indian dress
8. Country that neighbors NZ
9. Act students struggle to accomplish once senioritis strikes
10. Dark green ‘superfood’
11. Type of moisturizing butter
13. Make clearer, as of an image
14. Serious
20. Italian city known for its
leaning tower
21. Exchange for money
25. _____ and exercise

26. One who gives something
away
27. He may ask a junior girl to
prom
28. From the world’s largest
continent
29. October birthstones
30. Gives off
31. Hall of famer Ripken of the
Orioles
33. Statement of awe expressed
over text

35. Whitney who invented the
cotton gin
37. Marries
39. Lend a _______ hand
42. Authentic
44. Rainproof cover
47. Labels on each end of a
switch
49. Punctuation marks denoting
impending enumeration
52. Devices used to project
sound

53. The Met hosts one every
year
55. Pepper’s mate
56. One more than a duo
57. Eat out
58. Ajar
59. Written message
60. It had a purpose in this
2017 blockbuster
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Girls’ Lacrosse Team’s Season Cut Short by Loss to Dulaney
by Colleen Yates ‘18
The girls’ lacrosse team predictably had a successful regular season, going 13-1 with the
team’s only loss on May 3 against
Churchill. Throughout the season, the team scored an average
of 20 goals per game, usually
doubling the scores of their opponents. Sophomore Lauren
Chrosniak had a stellar season in
goal, keeping opponent’s goals in
the single-digits in almost every
game.
Everything gets significantly more difficult in the playoffs,
however, particularly when the
Warriors play strong lacrosse programs from other counties. The
Warriors discovered that harsh
truth in a loss in the Regional Final to Dulaney by a score of 17-7.
Dulaney, from Baltimore County,
went 9-6 in the regular season and
will advance to play Manchester
Valley on May 30.
The girls previously won 1410 in a hard-fought playoff game
against Urbana. Officials stopped
the game on Monday, May 14,
due to dangerous weather conditions, and play resumed the next

Gary Peters

Junior Abbey Rose, senior Madison Bliss, and junior Emma Eustace run down the field in a game against Urbana.
day.

“We didn’t come out as strong
as we wanted at first,” commented senior Emily St. Laurent, who
has played on the varsity team
since her freshman year. “But we
came back stronger and pulled

ahead and we ended up with the
win.” The day-long break allowed the Warriors more time to
get themselves together and come
back stronger with a better understanding of their opponents.
Senior Captain Anna Lippy

and junior captains Emma Eustace and Abbey Rose all scored
goals against Urbana, as well as
juniors Haley Allen and Katie
Cunius.
“We were all really excited
and wanted to win so bad,” said

Rose. “We played hard the whole
game and we were not going to
let up. The work paid off and we
won.” Rose looks forward to another great season with her team,
and hopes the team will make it
even further next year.
“The game [against Urbana]
was a very good test of wills,”
Coach Kelly Hughes commented
afterwards. “We have a very talented team but haven’t been able
to prove anything all season. Yesterday we proved it.”
Earlier in the season, Hughes
had explained that the team has a
deep bench with “a lot of options
when it comes to who is playing which position.”  Last year’s
team was almost entirely new after 12 players graduated, but the
team matured greatly in their rebuilding season and had clearly
come in even stronger this year.
The season was sadly cut
short last Wednesday. “We were
playing very well but Dulaney
was used to more challenging
competition; we weren’t,” said
senior Heather Chidel. “It was
hard to go out like that, but I’m
grateful to have been a part of this
team.”

courtesy of Nick Noland ‘21

The boys’ team victoriously waves a Sherwood flag after a 14-7 win against the Blake Bengals on April 13.

Boys’ Lacrosse Suffers Third Round Loss
by Aaron Jaffe ‘21
For the boys’ lacrosse team,
it is safe to say that the season
did not end up going quite the
way that they had hoped it would.
The Warriors did hit their stride
straight out of the gate, effortlessly defeating Magruder 17-4,
Springbrook 12-8, Paint Branch
15-7 at home and Northwood 168, Blair 17-9, and Blake 14-7 on
the road, en route to a 6-0 record.
Then the biggest test of Warriors’ season up to that point arrived as the team faced Damascus
on April 18 at home but didn’t put
up much resistance in a 17-6 loss.
“We treat each game individually and our season does not hinge
on one game, win or lose,” Coach
Matthew Schneider said at the
time after the loss to Damascus.
Sure enough, Sherwood cruised
to back-to-back away wins by
beating Wootton 8-3 and Gaithersburg 16-4.
However, the Warriors then
suffered two heart-wrenching

losses by scores of 8-7 to B-CC on
the road and then 7-6 to Whitman
at home. Sherwood lost a third
straight game, falling to Churchill
12-2 on May 3. Suddenly, the early-season successes seemed like a
distant memory.
In spite of the three-game
skid, Sherwood finished first in
the division and played Paint
Branch at home on May 11 in
the second round of the playoffs,
after receiving a first-round bye.
The Warriors regained their form
and easily defeated the Panthers
12-3.
With Urbana approaching in
the third round, Sherwood had to
match the same intensity from the
previous game to have a chance
of advancing to regionals. “Our
best lacrosse will be played in
May,” Schneider earlier had predicted.
Sherwood went into the game
against Urbana as the underdogs.
The Warriors found out that the
Urbana coach had said that he
did not expect Sherwood to be a

tough test for his team. This comment sparked a much-needed fire
for a group of players who admittedly lacked some confidence
about their chances. The Warriors
played one of their best performances even if they ended up
narrowly losing by a score of 7-6
Though the team did not
reach their goal of making regionals, many players had tremendous
years. Senior Wes Rhoades finished his last season in a Warrior
uniform leading the team in goals
and assists. Juniors Michael Feeney, Jack Hanrahan and Mitchell
West all had strong seasons as
Feeney led the team in assists,
West led the team in ground balls,
and Hanrahan played stellar defense all year long. Sophomore
Johnathon Zibragos was a key
spark in the lineup with solid
numbers on offense. Freshman
Charlie Matusek finished in the
top-four in points, goals and assists. Sherwood had a bumpy
season this year, but the future is
bright for the young team.
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Varsity Baseball Season Ends With
Heartbreak after Upset at Urbana
by Jackson Hongtong ‘21
The Warriors suffered a 4-3
loss to Urbana in the third round
of the playoffs in a close extra-inning game. The eighth inning
went scoreless but in the ninth, a
passed ball allowed Urbana’s runner on third to go home
“We played our hearts out but
unfortunately we couldn’t come
out on top,” said freshman Jake
Becker, who had two quality hits
in the game.
Urbana took an early 1-0 lead
in the top of the second inning,
before both teams scored a pair
of runs in the fifth inning and the
Warriors tied up the game in the
sixth. The seventh and final inning
was a good defensive inning for
Sherwood, allowing no runs. That
was followed-up with a near home
run by junior Michael Bouma that
instead led to an out. Urbana went
on to win the tightly contested
game before losing to Howard 11-10 in the Regional Final.
After earning a first round
bye, the Warriors beat Paint
Branch in their first playoff game
in extra innings, 3-2. Paint Branch
scored the first run in the second
and the Warriors came back with
a run in the fourth. Both teams
scored in the sixth inning, and the
Warriors finally scored to take the
game after two extra innings.
The Warriors dominated in
the regular season, with a record
of 18-1, including six shutouts.
The team scored a phenomenal
175 runs while only allowing
39 total runs in the regular season. The boys were also ranked
number three in the DMV on the
Washington Post’s top-10 high
school baseball rankings in the
area as of May 14 and stayed in

Junior Michael Bouma at bat in a game against Poolesville on April 19.
the top five for the majority of the
season.
The team was outstanding on
paper, with a team batting average
of .332 and a fielding percentage
of .948 throughout the season.
The team also stole 50 bases in
their 19 games.
Bouma, who hit four of the
team’s eight home runs during
the regular season, recently verbally committed to the University
of Maryland to pursue his career
in baseball. “It feels great,” said
Bouma. “I’m super excited because it was my dream school,
and I’ve wanted to go there since
I was a kid.”
Highlights of the season
include beating reigning State
Champions’ Poolesville by a

Gary Peters

Sophomore Gracie Manalapaz hits the ball in a game against Walter Johnson.

Softball Falls to Urbana
by Russell Irons ‘19

Sherwood’s varsity softball
team lost in the second round
of the playoffs to Urbana High
School. Sherwood had a bye for
the first round, which was the result of a perfect record in the regular season. Urbana upset Sherwood 11-1 in a surprising end to
their ‘17-‘18 season. The defeat
from Urbana was unexpected, as
Sherwood held a high seed in the
division, and Urbana was lower
in the rankings.
Despite falling short in the
postseason, softball had an amazing regular season. In nearly every

Whatever Happens, Caps
Still Broke the D.C. Curse
by Malec Fahmy ‘20
and Brynn Smith ‘19

courtesy of Michael Bouma ‘19

game, the mercy rule was enacted
on Sherwood’s opponent due to a
large margin in score. Sherwood
also triumphed against divisional
rivals like Clarksburg and Quince
Orchard, albeit in closer and more
competitive games.
“We are very big on being
engaged the entire game with our
communication and consistently
being loud and cheering. They
needed to come together and get
fired up—and they did just that
[against Clarksburg],” said coach
Ashley Barber. “It allows the girls
to realize they have what it takes,
but it will take everything they
have [against Urbana].”

score of 5-2 on April 5. The Warriors 13-game winning streak
eventually was snapped at home
by Rockville, 4-1, on April 26 for
their only loss of the regular season.
“The main reason [why the
team was successful] is because
we have such good team chemistry; we all love each other and we
have each other’s back. We are all
brothers,” said Bouma.
The team could be even better next year, considering most of
the core players of team are juniors and sophomores with only
three graduating seniors. Expect
a more experienced Sherwood
varsity baseball team in 2019 to
carry its regular-season success to
a longer playoff run.
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Although we are writing
this column before we know
the outcome of game 7 of the
conference finals, it does not
matter. Whether the Washington Capitals won or lost the
game last night, the season already is a tremendous success
and playing for a Stanley Cup is
simply icing on the cake. Sure,
the Caps may have squandered
a 2-0 series lead against the
Tampa Bay Lightning, before
fending off elimination with
a 3-0 victory in game 6. And
maybe they won’t win the Stanley Cup this year, but it doesn’t
matter—they beat their rival,
the Pittsburgh Penguins, and
ended the D.C. curse.
The curse has loomed over
Washington professional sports
teams for the last 20 years: no
team has reached their respective conference final. It has
tortured fans for the last two
decades, but the Caps put that
curse to bed. More specifically
pertaining to the Caps has been
their troubles of getting past
the Pittsburgh Penguins, a team
that has taken the Caps out in
nine previous series they have
met in. But with the Capitals’
2-1 win in overtime against the
Penguins in round two, game
six of the Stanley Cup Playoffs,
they have finally succeeded in
defeating their arch-rival.
After a comeback win in
Game 1 for the Penguins, Caps
fans were more certain than not
that this was the beginning of

the end once again. The Caps
would take three out of the next
four games to force an elimination game 6 in Pittsburgh, and
in a low-scoring game that went
to overtime, Ovechkin watched
as he passed the puck up the
ice as Kuznetsov finished off
the series with a brilliant goal
through goalkeeper Murray’s
five-hole. This was the goal
that finally pushed the Caps to
the Eastern Conference Finals
while also breaking the-second
round D.C. curse.
Washington got over the
hump without three of their best
players, Andre Burakovsky (upper body), Nicklas Backstrom
(hand), and Tom Wilson (suspension), for part or all of this
series. In the absence of these
players, superstars Alex Ovechkin, Evgeny Kuznetsov, and
Braden Holtby all elevated their
game to push past the Penguins
in six games. With all players
healthy, the Capitals have been
a force to be reckoned with
throughout the playoffs against
the Lightning (and hopefully the Vegas Golden Knights).
Although the Capitals may
not get past the Lighting after
winning the first two games
away, fans and players can not
let this diminish the fact that
they broke the curse and made
it to the conference finals.
When Caps fans look back on
this year, they will be proud that
their team—who hadn’t made
it past the second round in 20
years—advanced to the conference finals after not being projected to make the playoffs.

2018 All Senior Team

Sydney Henry ‘20

Congratulations to the 2018 All Senior Team nominees! From left to right, top: Brad Riley, Joey Hunt, Jackson Sherrard, Davis Long, Wesley Rhoades,
Everett Stubblefield, Colin Graves, Donovan Lacey, and Ronald Little. From left to right, bottom: Alhaji Turay, Kennedy Nolan, Kelly Kolanowski,
Michella Amaguana, Marissa Swamy, Sarah Le, Grace Giddings, Madison Bliss, Anna Lippy, and Rhyth Ghosh. Not pictured: Michael Mbony
Michella Amaguana
was a defender on the varsity Sherwood
girls soccer team for all four years of her
high school career. In 2015, Amaguana
received an All-Met honorable mention in
The Washington Post. She also led the team
in goals in 2016 with six total that season.
Amaguana plans to continue her soccer career at Washington Adventist University in
Maryland next fall.

Madison Bliss
was a starter on varsity basketball, lacrosse,
and volleyball. Playing as forward, she was
the second leading scorer on the basketball
team her senior year, averaging 11 points
per game. Her junior season on varsity lacrosse, she scored 12 goals and 10 assists.
Bliss also led the volleyball team in assists
during her senior year with 103, and tied
with Sarah Le for the most aces with 28.

Grace Giddings
was the Individual 2018 4A/3A state champion in the 500 Freestyle and anchored the
winning 400 Freestyle relay at the state
meet. She was also on The Washington
Post All-Met team each year of her high
school career. Giddings was included in
the USA swimming All-American listing
for 2017 and 2018. She received a scholarship to continue swimming at UPenn.

Kelly Kolanowski
was a four-year varsity swimmer for Sherwood. She was a team captain junior and
senior years and helped the team win both
Metro and State Championship titles. At
the 4A/3A State Championship meet, she
placed fourth in the 500 Freestyle and first
in the 400 Freestyle relay. Kolanowski will
continue swimming next year at the University of North Carolina-Wilmington.

Sarah Le
was a captain of the volleyball team her
senior year and played volleyball on the
co-ed team. As a starting outside hitter,
she helped her team make it to the State
Championship junior year and Semi-Finals
senior year. Additionally, she earned the
Sportsmanship award freshman year.

Anna Lippy
was also on the varsity lacrosse team for all
four years of high school. She won 2017
Montgomery County Player of the Year
and was a 2017 All-Met Honorable Mention. Lippy was also voted Team Captain,
Team MVP, and she owns the 123 draw
control record at Sherwood.

Kennedy Nolan
was on the varsity swim team from freshman to senior year. She competed on the
2018 State Champion in the 400 Freestyle
relay and was an Eastern Zone Senior
Championship qualifier and finalist. She
also qualified and placed at Metros. She
will swim at Florida Tech next fall.

Marissa Swamy
played girls’ and co-ed varsity volleyball
as an outside hitter. She was on the 2016
varsity girls’ volleyball State Finalist team
and the 2017 Semi-Finalist team. She was
captain of the co-ed and girls team her junior and senior years. She was second on
the 2017 team in kills with 55.

Rhyth Ghosh
was a three-year starter on the varsity
wrestling team. He wrestled in the 160
lb. weight class. He succeeded in earning
the team captain position his senior year.
Ghosh placed in the top-eight in the state
for the boys 4A/3A class and placed third
in the 3A/4A North Regional Wrestling
tournament.

Colin Graves
has been a member of the Sherwood swim
and dive team for four seasons. He qualified to compete in both Metros and the
State Championship every year of his high
school career. He won the Boys 3A/4A
State Diving Championship in 2018 and
will dive at George Mason University next
year.

Joey Hunt
started two seasons as defensive back and
wide receiver on varsity football. He earned
2017 All-Montgomery County football
honors, and was selected for the 2017 AllMet second team. He led Sherwood with
six interceptions and 495 receiving yards.
He will continue his football career as a
safety at Randolph Macon University.

Donovan Lacey
was a starting defensive middle for three
seasons on varsity lacrosse. He was selected for All-Division Honors and the Gait
Cup and Inside Lacrosse All-Star games.
He also lead the varsity basketball team in
rebounds for two years. Lacey committed
to play Division I lacrosse at Sacred Heart
University in Connecticut.

Ronald Little
played on the varsity soccer team for his
sophomore, junior, and senior years at
Sherwood. Little played the key role as
striker throughout his career. He led the
team with 11 goals during his senior year.
This helped to earn him a nomination for
the 2017 All-Met second team as well as
first team All-State honors. He recently
received a scholarship to play Division I
soccer at Howard University, where he will
attend next fall.

Davis Long
was a three-year starter on varsity basketball and led the team in scoring. During his
senior year, he averaged 13.9 points per
game and shot over 90 percent from the
free throw line, earning back-to-back team
offensive MVP honors. Long was selected
for the 2018 Montgomery County All-Star
game, and nominated for the 2018 McDonald’s All-American game. He committed to
continue playing basketball at the University of Delaware as a preferred walk-on.

Michael Mbony
was the starting quarterback on varsity
football for his junior and senior seasons
as well as playing cornerback in 2015 and
2016. He made the All-Montgomery County football team in both 2016 and 2017.
He was also a 2017 All-Met honorable
mention, leading Sherwood in both rushing yards with 975 and passing yards with
1,638. Mbony is attending Army at West
Point to continue his football career as a
dual-threat quarterback.

Brad Riley
found himself sporting Warrior blue on the
golf course and basketball court all four
years he went here. Riley was the Boys
4A/3A State Champion for golf in 2017,
shooting a 74/71. In addition to earning a
spot on the varsity golf team all four years
of his high school career, Riley was also
the starting point guard on varsity basketball senior year. He averaged 7.6 points per
game while leading the team in assists with
2.9 per game.

Wesley Rhoades
was a starter for his sophomore, junior, and
senior seasons on varsity lacrosse. Rhoades played attack for the team. Rhoades
earned the honorable position of team
captain during his senior year. In his junior season, Rhoades scored 12 goals and
dished out 18 assists. Rhoades will attend
Susquehanna University next fall.

Jackson Sherrard
was a starting linebacker and tight end on
varsity football. He was a captain in 2017
and contributed to the football program all
four years at Sherwood. Sherrard was also
a member of the varsity basketball team
his junior and senior year. He committed
to continue his football career at Division I
Davidson College as a linebacker.

Everett Stubblefield
was a team captain on varsity football in
2017. He earned 2017 All-Montgomery
County 2nd team as an offensive lineman.
Stubblefield also started at defensive tackle
for his senior season. He was offered Division I football opportunities from both
Davidson College and Morehead State
University.

Alhaji Turay
was a two-year starter his junior and senior
seasons at Sherwood on the varsity soccer
team as a midfielder. He earned first team
All-Montgomery County honors in 2018
and also won team MVP honors for his senior season. Turay recently committed to
play Division I soccer at George Washington University.

